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Abstract

Many games use the A* path-finding algorithm to find paths for artificial characters.
However, this algorithm is less than perfect, as it consistently finds the exact same path
between the same two points. It is proposed that taking additional factors into account
could improve the performance of the character by making them avoid areas of repeated
deaths or wide-open spaces. To test this hypothesis and to determine how the non-player
characters' performance changes, a path-finding algorithm that extends A* is developed
and tested in the context of a team death match game where one team uses regular A* to
act  as  a  control.  The  results  show that  while  the  team using  the  additional  factors
behaves  differently,  it  does  not  comprehensively  win  against  the  control  team.  The
statistical significance of the results is considered and opportunities for further research
are highlighted.
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1. Introduction and Motivation for the Project

The quality of artificial intelligence (henceforth referred to as AI) in video games can
frequently make a difference to the players' perception of the game quality, in particular
how computer-controlled characters choose their position and form paths across a level.
While path-finding algorithms such as A* have been in existence for decades, many are
not suited to real-time video games, either due to memory or CPU requirements, or
because they are not real-time algorithms. Furthermore, many of these algorithms have
visual  problems  that  can  break  a  player's  sense  of  immersion  in  the  game,  while
potentially resulting in a path that a human-controlled character would consider to be
dangerous and avoid.

For many developers, the challenge is to develop an AI system that is reasonably close
to human, while not resulting in excessive memory and processor requirements. Many
games use pre-generated paths in a look-up table between two positions in the search
space,  or manually-positioned waypoints which include information about the world
around that waypoint. These approaches are not without their drawbacks: pre-generated
paths will always return the exact same path between two points and result in agents
being  predictable,  and  using  waypoints  that  have  been  manually  positioned  can  be
tedious for the developers. An agent that generates a path automatically from the terrain
while avoiding more obvious dangers would be less predictable and free up time for
developers to focus on other aspects of a game.

It is apparent that something as simple as taking previous deaths into account when
choosing a position could make a difference to the effectiveness of a unit, simply by
forcing them to avoid places where an allied unit has died. However, there has been
little numerical analysis to determine if this is actually the case.

In this report, several path-finding algorithms are examined, along with the approaches
used in some games. The A* algorithm, long considered a path-finding workhorse, is
the starting point. Alternatives to A* are considered after this, followed by a section on
the aesthetics of path-finding, and then sections on tactical reasoning, or how an agent
can recognise dangers. During the implementation, a path-finding algorithm that takes
other factors into account is developed and tested in the context of a team death match,
and a numerical analysis of the resulting tournaments is performed.

The following terms are used in this report: 

• an AI agent is also referred to as a bot or an NPC.

• the search space for an algorithm is  alternatively referred to  using the video
game terms of map and/or level.

• A node in the search space is one of the potential  positions contained in the
search space, also referred to as a position or location.

• A heuristic is a general term used for a calculation.
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2. Background Research and Literature Review

2.1 The A* algorithm

A* is a general search algorithm that was developed by Hart et al [1] in 1968. It is a
lowest-cost algorithm that finds the shortest path between two points by taking the total
distance travelled to node x as g(x), the distance heuristic from x to the goal at node y as
h(x), and summing the two as f(x) = g(x) + h(x), such that f(x) is a minimum value. Two
lists are maintained by the algorithm: the open list, or the set of nodes that are to be
visited; and the closed list, or nodes that have already been visited and do not need to be
considered again. The heuristic used is frequently the Manhattan distance, or the sum of
the absolute difference between each coordinate of two specified nodes.

At each step in the algorithm, the node n on the open list with the lowest total cost is
chosen as the current node, and the immediate neighbours examined. Any node in the
closed list or with a higher score than the current node is ignored, and the rest added to
the open list. Each node on the open list has a previously-visited node associated with it,
allowing the path to be rebuilt when the target node is found by tracing back from the
goal to the starting position. Algorithm 1.1.1 below shows the pseudocode.

A*(start, goal)

1. Create the closed list as an empty set
2. Create the open list and add the starting node to it
3. Set g(start) to 0
4. Set f(start) to distanceEstimate(start, goal)
5. While the open list is not empty
6. Select the lowest-cost node from the open list as current_node
7. If current_node = goal
8. call the buildPath(goal, start) function
9. End if
10. Remove current_node from the open list and add to closed list
11. Get the neighbours of current_node as Neighbours
12. For each neighbour
13. Define temporaryGScore as (g(current_node) + h(current_node, 

neighbour))
14. Define temporaryFScore as temporaryGScore + h(neighbour, 

goal)
15. If the temporaryFScore >= f(neighbour) OR is in the closed list
16. skip the neighbour
17. End if
18. If neighbour is not in open list
19. Record current_node as the parent of neighbour
20. Set g(neighbour) to temporaryGScore
21. Set f(neighbour) to temporaryFScore
22. Add neighbour to open list
23. End if
24. End for each
25. End while
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function buildPath(goal, start)
1. Define current_node as goal
2. While current_node is not start
3. Add current_node to path
4. Get parent of current_node as previous_node
5. Set current_node to previous_node
6. End while

Algorithm 1.1.1

A* has the following properties [1] that make it a useful algorithm for path-finding:

• It is a complete algorithm, meaning it will find a path between two points if any
arbitrary number of paths are possible for the search space.

• It is an admissible algorithm and will never overshoot the goal.

• It is optimal and will consistently return the shortest possible path.

There are problems associated with A* that make it less than optimal for tactical AI in a
video game. For instance, the shortest path between the agent's starting position and the
destination may not be the safest. One example of this would be a rifleman walking
right in front of an enemy tank which then blows up the rifleman – clearly, this is not
very sensible and would likely annoy a human player on the same team, especially if it
happens repeatedly.

Another problem is that, by itself, A* does not account for collisions between agents.
Collisions may occur between agents if their paths pass through a specific node at the
same  time,  and  may  result  in  errors  in  the  game  or  break  the  players'  sense  of
immersion. Another aesthetic issue is that with each iteration in the process, A* only
considers the distance between the goal and the nodes immediately surrounding the
current node, and not how those nodes are aligned with the overall path. This may result
in a path with a zig-zag pattern that appears irrational, especially if the game uses a
grid-based navigation system that only allows agents' positions to match those of the
nodes.

If the default heuristics are used, A* will always find the same path between two points,
which means that an NPC that uses this will become very predictable and repetitive.
Depending on the type of game and level, this may not be a problem: for instance, a
tower defence game that requires units  to travel  along one of several predefined or
player-defined paths or a maze-like level with no options for paths for a first-person
shooter would be well suited to this. 

The final problem with A* is the memory complexity of the algorithm: in the worst case
scenario, the open and closed lists will cover the entire search space.

2.2 Avoiding Collisions

By itself,  A* does not take collisions into account and may result  in agents passing
through one another or colliding and remaining in place against each other. There are
several  possible  methods  to  prevent  these  from occurring,  as  detailed  below.  Local
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Repair A* is an adaptation of A* to avoid imminent collisions, but agents are practically
independent outside of that. Cooperative A*  uses a reservation table to let agents know
which positions are occupied at a particular time. Hierarchical Cooperative A* uses a
hierarchy to determine if an agent can move onto a node, while Windowed Hierarchical
Cooperative A* windows the search to a fixed depth.

2.2.1 Local Repair A*

Local Repair A* is an extension of A* that is based on a robot navigation algorithm by
Zelinsky[2].  An agent using this algorithm constructs and follows paths in the same
manner as regular A*, but ignores all  other agents unless they are positioned in the
nodes immediately surrounding the agent's current position. If this is the case and a
specific node is shared by more than one agent, then a collision is imminent and the
agents plan a new routes that ignores the specific node.  This is relatively simple to
implement, but is quite problematic for the following reason[3]:

It frequently leads to cyclical behaviour, as the agents' paths are independent of each
other. This may lead to a cycle where two agents force each other to constantly plan a
full new path over the same possible node, particularly in bottleneck regions. A potential
solution  to  this  is  to  give  each  agent  an  agitation  level  that  increases  each  time  a
diversion  occurs,  adding  random noise  to  the  heuristics  that  is  proportional  to  the
agitation level. 

However, in bottleneck regions this solution would be much less effective due to the
lack of space in which agents can manoeuvre, while adding extra work to the CPU and
also appearing irrational to a human player. As such, Local Repair A* is not a very
useful approach, and there are more effective methods such as those below.

2.2.2 Cooperative A*

Cooperative A* decouples the task of searching for a path into a series of single-agent
searches[3]. A space-time reservation table is generated from the search space, holding
the coordinates of an occupied node and the time at which it will be occupied; using the
example of a two-dimensional search space, each entry in the reservation table would
consist of the matrix (x_node, y_node, time). This could be implemented as a hash table,
since it would not touch all of the nodes in the level.

However, Cooperative A* is still not without problems. The main problem is that it is
sensitive to the ordering of agents, which may result in deadlock as one agent finds a
solution but blocks another. It also results in larger memory requirements, as it requires
storing each location that is being used along with the times they are occupied by an
agent.

2.2.3 Hierarchical Cooperative A*

Hierarchical Cooperative A*[4] uses an abstract hierarchy to determine which agent can
move into  a  node.  This  is  a  two-dimensional  map of  the  search  space without  any
agents, using perfect estimates of distances between nodes as the abstract distances. The
main issue with this is how to re-use search data from the abstract search space, with
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several methods proposed by Holte et al [4] and another by Silver[3].

Holte's first method is as follows: the abstract states corresponding to the nth node and
the goal, Θ(N) and Θ(goal), are used to calculate an abstract path. When this has been
found, the exact abstract distance between each node on the abstract path and the goal is
known and each of these abstract states corresponds to multiple states in the actual level
that contains N. Caching this information means that a search merely has to look up the
information instead of calculating it. Holte refers to this as "Naive Hierachical A* to
contrast it with his other methods.

The second method Holte details is h*-caching. When the abstract search is finished, the
exact distance h*(N) from each node S to the goal is known and can be cached for use
instead  of  calculating  h(N)  for  the  same  goal.  This  reduces  the  number  of  nodes
expanded  by  subsequent  searches,  potentially  reducing  memory  consumption.
Technically, the heuristic is not monotone, which may result in nodes being closed from
consideration prematurely. However, Holte does not consider this a problem, as for a
node P to be prematurely closed during a search from a node S, its abstract cost h*(P)
must be unknown, while each shortest path from S to P must pass through a node X for
which h*(X) is known. If there is no such node X on the shortest path from S to the
goal, then neither is P, in which case the fact that it is prematurely closed is irrelevant.
However, if X is on a shortest path, h*(X) is known because it was previously on a
solution path. In this case, none of the states along the current path has been expanded
in  the  current  search  and  therefore  this  segment  of  the  path  can  be  found without
reopening any closed nodes.

Holte's final method involves nodes that were opened or closed during the search but
were not included in the solution path. For each node N, the distance from the start g(N)
is known. If the solution path is of length P, then due to optimality P ≤ g(N) + h*(N).
Rearranging this gives P - g(N) ≤ h*(N), resulting in what Holte calls the P-g heuristic.
If  N is  on  the  solution  path,  then  P-g(N)  =  h*(N),  and therefore  the  P-g  heuristic
includes  h*-caching.  Finally,  if  N  is  on  the  open  list  when  the  search  terminates,
computing P-g(N) is not required as P ≤ g(N) + h*(N).

Silver[3]  proposes  his  own  method,  which  is  the  Reverse  Resumable  A*  (RRA*)
algorithm, the pseudocode for which is shown in Algorithm 2.2.3 below. This is simply
the A* algorithm in reverse, starting at the agent's goal and heading towards the agent's
initial position at O. However, it does not terminate at O, but continues to a specified
node M has been examined. Silver does not specify how M should be chosen, but the
result is that once M has been expanded, the distance from M to the goal is known. This
is calculated on demand, and if M exists in the RAA* closed list, the abstract distance
can be returned immediately.

1. Procedure INITIALISERRA*(start, goal)
2.    Set g(goal) to 0
3.    Set heuristic(goal) to ManhattanDistance(goal, start)
4.    Add goal to the open set
5.    Create the closed set to empty set
6.    RESUMERRA*(start)
7. End procedure

8. Procedure RESUMERRA*(Node N)
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9.    While the open set is not empty do
10.       Define P as the first value on the openSet
11.       Add P to closedSet
12.       If P = N then
13.          Return success
14.       End if
15.       For all Q in reverse(SUCCESSORS(P)) do
16.          Set gScore(Q) =  gScore(P) + cost(P, Q)
17.          Set heuristic(Q) to ManhattanDistance(Q, start)
18.          If Q not in open set and Q not in closed set then
19.             Add Q to open set
20.          End if
21.          If Q in open set and f(Q) < f(Q in open set) then
22.             Update Q in openSet
23.          End if
24.       End for
25.    End while
26.    Return failure
27. End procedure

28. Procedure ABSTRACTDIST(N, G)
29.    If N in closed set then
30.       Return g(N)
31.    End if
32.    If RESUMERRA*(N) = success then
33.       Return g(N)
34.    End if
35.    Return +∞
36. End procedure
Algorithm 2.2.3 The RRA* algorithm [3]

There are three main problems associated with Cooperative A* and HCA*:

1. the  agents  may remain  at  their  destination  without  further  input,  potentially
blocking the path to other agents in circumstances such as a narrow corridor.
While this is usually the case for almost any path-finding algorithm unless the
agent is set to automatically search for a new path, having agents cooperate by
moving off the destination so that others may pass would be an improvement;

2. they are sensitive to agent ordering. One solution to this is to dynamically vary
the agent order (perhaps using a round-robin approach) so that every agent has
the highest priority for a short  period of time, but this  can lead to solutions
which are unsolvable with a fixed agent order; and

3. a complete route to the destination must be calculated which in a search space
with multiple agents will result in extra memory and processing requirements. 
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2.2.4 Windowed Hierarchical Cooperation

A solution to the above problems is to window the search[3]. A cooperative search is
limited to a fixed depth  w specified by the current window, during which each agent
searches for a partial route to their destination and then begins to follow it. At regular
intervals,  such as when the agent  is  halfway along the partial  route,  the window is
shifted forwards and a new partial route is calculated. The abstract search is considered
in full, which means that each agent considers other agents for only w steps using the
reservation table, and ignores them for the remainder of the search.

For each node reached after w steps, a terminal edge that connects the node to the goal
is introduced, with a cost equal to the abstract distance between the node and the goal.
This reduces the search to a window using the abstract distance heuristic, which can be
continued after the agent has reached its destination. In this case, the agent's goal is to
complete the window using a terminal edge, which can completed with any sequence of
w moves. Furthermore, windowing the search staggers the processing time across all
agents, which would allow multiple searches to be interleaved and reduce the load on
the CPU.

It must be noted that the efficiency of WHCA* is dependent on the size of the window
[3]. Smaller window sizes result in more frequent rerouting of agents, but are quicker to
initialise and the rerouting is at little cost. A larger window size requires more of the
search space to be pre-calculated and results in less frequent rerouting, but recalculating
the path is more costly when it does occur.

2.3 Iterative-Deepening A*

Iterative-Deepening A* [5] is an improvement over A* that is primarily designed to
consume less memory by using an iterative-deepening depth-first  search.  With each
iteration, a depth-first search is performed on the nodes surrounding the agent's position,
pruning any branch which has a total cost that is greater than a threshold value. This
threshold value is initially the estimated cost of the agent's initial position and following
each successive iteration is updated to the minimum cost of all values in that iteration. 

Since IDA* does not use an open or closed list, it is simpler to implement than A* and
has a lower overhead per node. Being an iterative-deepening search, it  expands to a
finite depth, resulting in linear memory requirements without overestimating the search
depth required. This makes it an admissible algorithm, similar to A*.

The main problem with IDA* is that it is not a real-time algorithm and has to find a
solution before it can move an agent, just like regular A*. Since it expands the same
number of nodes as A*, in the worst case, this results in it exploring all possible paths
while searching for a solution. However, it is the basis for Time-Bounded A*, which is a
real-time algorithm.

2.4: Probabilistic path-finding

One  solution  to  the  inherent  predictability  of  A*  or  look-up  tables  is  to  simply
randomise paths by means of a probability calculation. This can be done by either of the
following two methods: 
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1. find  a  path  using  the  standard  A*  algorithm,  using  a  probability  check  to
increase the heuristics of the path and then use the new heuristics to generate a
new path[6]; or

2. use a probability check[6] to decide which node to use next, potentially leading
to extra spikes in path length where a less optimal node has been chosen. 

The first of these methods is less efficient than the second due to the fact that each path
is essentially calculated twice, but does not require the A* algorithm to be modified and
thus is relatively easy to implement.

A further improvement to this approach is to make the agents communicate with other
agents. One method is to use a blackboard system[6 & 7] and “gateways”, or narrow
links  between spaces,  to  make sure agents  develop paths  that  will  not  overlap.  The
process for this is as follows [7]:

1. Check the blackboard for paths posted by other members.
2. Check if any other agent's planned path collides with any gateways
3. If  so,  modify  the  heuristics  of  the  graph  such  that  that  gateway  is  less

favourable.
4. Perform a search based on the new heuristics.
5. Post the chosen path on the blackboard for other agents to consult.

The main problem with using probability factors to develop the path is that while this
technique is useful for adding replay value to a game, it does not solve the problem of
tactical positioning for each node. Using the first method detailed above is inefficient
due to the fact that it runs A* twice, while the second method can lead to a path that is
less than optimal. As such, it is not a very useful line of research.

2.5 Learning Real-Time A* (LRTA*)

Learning Real-Time A* is a variation of A*, developed in 1990 [8], that updates the
heuristic with each iteration. Like A*, the cost of a node x is calculated as f(x) = g(x) +
h(x), the main difference being that  g(x) is interpreted as the distance between node x
and the agent's current position. LRTA* is a multi-trial version of Real-Time A* [8],
described below.

RTA* maintains a hash table of all the nodes that the agent has actually visited, with an
associated heuristic value  h for each node. At each cycle in the algorithm, the current
node  is  expanded  and  a  list  of  the  neighbouring  nodes  is  generated.  The  heuristic
function is  applied to each neighbour which is  not already stored in the hash table,
generating a heuristic value h for the node x. If that node is already in the hash table, its
stored value of h is used.

The  cost  of  the  edge  between  the  current  state  and  each  neighbour  is  added  to  h,
resulting in a value  f for each neighbour. The neighbour with the lowest value of  f is
chosen as the next position and stored in the hash table, while the previous state is
stored in the hash table as the second-best value of f, representing the heuristic estimate
for a solution that involves returning to this state.

RTA* needs to be modified to account for multi-trial problems, mainly due to storing
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the second-best estimate value of  f with the previous state. If the best estimate of  f is
correct, this second-best estimate may result in some states having an inflated value of f,
potentially resulting in an agent being sent in the wrong direction if the agent has to find
its way to multiple destinations. LRTA* solves this problem by storing the best value of
f with the previous state instead of the second-best estimate, but otherwise works in the
same manner.

LRTA* shares many properties with RTA* and likewise,  shares the same problems.
Unlike A*, in an infinite search space it may not find a solution to the goal. While this is
not a major problem for the development of video games, in which search spaces are
usually finite, it is still less than optimal.  

Further, more serious problems include the fact that the algorithm restarts from scratch
following each iteration, resulting in expensive replanning. Finally, due to the fact that
with  each  iteration  the  algorithm increases  the  value  of  all  nodes  it  visits,  it  may
repeatedly re-visit the same location, an action known as “scrubbing”, which a human
player would perceive as irrational.

2.6: k Nearest-Neighbours LRTA* (kNN LRTA*)

kNN LRTA* is a further development of LRTA* that virtually eliminates the learning
process in LRTA* [9]. This works by pre-building a database of sub-goals with pre-
computed solutions into the search space,  which are then used during the problem-
solving  phase  by  searching  for  k  nearest  cases  to  the  problem  at  hand.  The  pre-
computed solutions are combined and then used as the solution.

If the overall goal can be reached using a hill-climbing technique, the algorithm ignores
sub-goals and simply moves towards the goal. If this is not the case, a sub-goal that is
close  enough  for  hill-climbing  is  selected  and  LRTA* is  used  to  ensure  the  agent
reaches that sub-goal, where the sub-goal is added to a taboo list to prevent cycles from
occurring. If the best sub-goal cannot be reached using hill-climbing after a limiting
number of steps m, the next best sub-goal is selected.

The off-line sub-goal computation works as follows. After the search space of N nodes
is loaded, a random pair of nodes, nstart and ngoal, are generated. If an A* search for a path
between these nodes results in failure or a path with a length of less than three units in
the  search  space,  another  random  pair  of  nodes  are  generated.  If  neither  failure
condition is true, then the algorithm loops through each node nj and stores the sub-goal
(nstart, ngoal, nj-1) in the sub-goal database.

The off-line sub-goal computation and online path calculation are shown in Algorithms
2.6.1a and 2.6.2b, respectively.

Compute sub-goals (N)
1. Load the search space.
2. FOR i = [1,N] DO
3.    generate a random pair of nodes (nstart, ngoal)
4.    compute the optimal path p from nstart to ngoal using A*
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5.    IF p is null OR |length of p| < 3 THEN go to step 3 END IF
6.    FOR j = [3, |length of p| ] DO 
7.       IF nj is not reachable by hill-climbing from nstart THEN
8.          store Sn (nstart, ngoal, nj-1) in the sub-goal database S
9.          BREAK from inner for loop
10.      END IF
11.    END FOR
12. END FOR

Algorithm 2.6.1a: Pseudocode for kNN LRTA* sub-goal calculation [9].

KNN LRTA* (n_start, n_goal, S, m, d)
1. n = n_start
2. tabooNodeList is empty
3. WHILE (n ≠ n_goal)
4.    IF n_goal cannot be reached in m steps from n THEN
5.       find the sub-goal (n'start, n'goal, n'sub-goal) in S for which dist(n, n_start) + dist(n, 

n_goal) is a minimum
6.       IF sub-goal in tabooNodeList OR n'start cannot be reached in m steps from n 

OR n'goal cannot be reached in  m steps from ngoal THEN go to step 4 and  
find next best sub-goal

7.        END IF
8.        change nsub-goal to n'sub-goal and add n'sub-goal to tabooNodeList
9.    ELSE
10.       change nsub-goal to ngoal

11.    END IF
12.    use LRTA* with look-ahead depth of d to form a path from n to nsub-goal

13. END WHILE

Algorithm 2.6.1b: pseudocode for kNN LRTA* at runtime. dist(n, n') is the heuristic
distance between n and n'. Adapted from [9]

The main problem with kNN LRTA* is that it performs a reachability or accesibility
check every move, making it more expensive per move than LRTA, and requires a pre-
computed  database.  The  time  required  to  compute  the  database  is  specific  to  the
implementation and the size of the map:  for instance,  using a single thread in Java
resulted in the computation time being between 13 and 103 hours [10], with sub-goal
database sizes in the range [10000, 80000]. Using a multi-core CPU would speed this
up  by an  order  of  magnitude,  and  a  larger  sub-goal  database  does  result  in  lower
suboptimality – 80000 records had a suboptimality of 11.96%, meaning that on average
paths were at most 11.96% longer than the optimal path.

In terms of CPU time and memory complexity, kNN LRTA* requires O(m*N) time in
the CPU and has a complexity of O(N + V), where m is the number of steps allowed for
hill-climbing, N is the size of the sub-goal database and V is the heuristic of LRTA*.
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2.7 Time-Bounded A* (TBA*)

Time-Bounded A* is a variant of the A* algorithm that uses a time-bound constant to
ensure real-time compliance [11]. It expands each node in the search space in the same
manner as A*, but interrupts the search after a fixed number of expansions. After the
expansions have been finished, the most promising node on the algorithm's open list is
traced back to the starting position. If the traced path passes through the agent's current
position, the agent's next action is to take another step along that path; otherwise, the
agent's previous path is made obsolete and the agent moves towards the new path. The
full pseudocode for the algorithm is shown in Algorithm 2.7.1 below.

TBA*(start, goal, S)

1. solutionFound ← false
2. solutionFoundAndTraced ← false
3. doneTrace ← true
4. location ← start
5. WHILE location ≠ goal DO
6.    IF not solutionFound THEN
7.       solutionFound ← A*(lists, start, goal, S, expansionLimit)
8.    END IF
9.    IF not solutionFoundAndTraced THEN
10.       IF doneTrace THEN
11.          newPath ← lists.mostPromisingState()
12.       END IF
13.       doneTrace  ← traceBack(newPath, location, numberOfTraceSteps)
14.       IF doneTrace THEN
15.          pathToFollow ← newPath
16.          IF pathToFollow.back() = goal THEN
17.             solutionFoundAndTraced ← true
18.          END IF
19.       END IF
20.    END IF
21.    IF pathToFollow contains location THEN
22.       location ← pathToFollow.popFront()
23.    ELSE
24.       IF location ≠ start THEN
25.          location ← lists.takeStepBack(location)
26.       ELSE
27.          location ← lastLocation
28.       END IF
29.    END IF
30.    lastLocation ← location
31.    move agent to location
32. END WHILE

Algorithm 2.7.1: TBA*. S is the search space. [11]

TBA* retains the open and closed lists of A* over the planning steps, which means it
does not  start  from scratch with each iteration.  Since it  expands nodes  in  a  similar
manner to A*, it is a complete algorithm and will find a solution to the destination if
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such a solution exists. Unlike A*, it is a real-time algorithm, as long as the time required
to expand or trace a path back through each node is bound to a constant.

The main problem with TBA* is that it shares the same memory complexity as A*,
which in the worst case results in the open and closed lists covering the entire state
space.  Another  problem  is  that  it  is  not  an  agent-centric  algorithm,  accessing  the
memory at arbitrary places in the search space, which may lead to problems if random
memory accesses are slow or if the search space is dynamic[9].

Björnsson et al [11] note that the default algorithm has two entirely visual problems, in
that the backtracing may result in an agent ignoring a possible shortcut, and the agent
may  display  indecisive  behaviour  by  switching  between  two  paths  that  alternately
appear to be the best possible path. Their proposed solutions[11] have a negligible effect
on suboptimality, but would result in more human-like behaviour. To counter indecisive
behaviour, they employ a rule-of-thumb which states that an agent can only switch to a
new path if it has a cumulative cost that is at least as high as the current path.

Their solution for ignoring shortcuts is to add all locations on the optimal path between
the goal and the intersection point to the open list with an initial value of g that holds the
location's actual distance to the goal; an A* search with an expansion limit tries to find a
shortcut that yields the shortest path to the goal, which either results in a successful path
or a failure, in which case the back-tracing is performed as normal.

In  comparison  with  kNN  LRTA*,  TBA*  uses  more  strictly-online  memory  and
produces less optimal solutions[9],  but it  does not require  a pre-computed database,
making it relatively simple to implement if memory is not a primary concern.

2.8 Real-time Iterative-deepening Best-first Search (RIBS)

RIBS is an alternative to TBA* by Bulitko et al. [9] that does not use open or closed
lists and in principle is an agent-centric version of TBA*. The algorithm uses a global
cost limit as the current estimate to the goal, taking the agent's starting position as the
current node and the previously visited position as the parent node in case the agent
must retrace its steps. After the algorithm calculates the cost of each successive node, it
visits all unvisited states that have a cost less than the global cost limit. If the agent
visits  all  successors without reaching the goal,  it  retraces to the parent node,  or the
starting position if there is no parent node. If there is no parent node, the cost limit is
increased and the search restarts.

The pseudocode shown below in Algorithm 2.8.1 is  a simplified version of the full
algorithm,  and  needs  some  extra  code  for  it  to  run  efficiently  in  practice[9],  most
particularly how to prune nodes. To prune nodes from the search space, RIBS learns the
g-cost of all visited nodes and defines dead nodes as any node which has a higher cost
than any of its neighbouring nodes. Dead nodes are then removed from consideration. 

Furthermore, when a node is expanded, if the parent of that node is on an optimal path
to the goal, the parent is added to a list of optimal parent nodes. If there are no other
optimal paths through the parent, the parent is considered redundant, which results in
further exploration considering a narrower selection of nodes.
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Global: costLimit ← 0
RIBS(currentNode, gScore, parentNode, goalNode)

1. if currentNode is visited the first time
2.    set previously visited node to parentNode
3.    store gScore of currentNode
4. end if
5. while currentNode is not goalNode
6.    mark currentNode as visited with current costLimit
7.    foreach successorNode with f-cost  < costLimit and unvisited with current  

costLimit
8.       if successorNode never expanded or successorNode's parent is currentNode
9.          RIBS(currentNode, gScore + cost(currentNode, successorNode), 

successorNode, goalNode)
10.       end if
11.    end foreach
12.    if parentNode is not null      // only occurs at start of search space
13.       return
14.    else
15.    increase cost limit
16.    end if
17. end while

Algorithm 2.8.1 Simplified pseudocode for RIBS [9]

RIBS has the same memory complexity as TBA*, considering and storing information
on all nodes in the search space in the worst case. It must also mark nodes as dead or
redundant to avoid visiting them again, so it cannot entirely match the performance of
TBA*. RIBS does not assume any up-front knowledge of the search space and assumes
that random access to nodes far away from the agent are not accessible, which means
that in practice TBA* and kNN LRTA* have better performance than RIBS. If an agent-
centric approach is not required, TBA* may be simpler to implement.

2.9 Path-finding Aesthetics

One further issue with A* is that it tends to result in paths that appear artificial, resulting
in an agent zig-zagging across the map in a manner that a human-controlled character
would  be  unlikely  to  use.  Two  papers  analysing  the  aesthetics  of  pathfinding  are
examined below, as is one on a method for smoothing paths.

2.9.1: The Beauty Intensity of Paths and Fractal Analysis

Coleman [12] proposes the following heuristic, which he calls the  beauty intensity, to
define the relative smoothness of paths and wall tracking. It is shown below in Equation
2.9.1a. 
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Equation 2.9.1a: the 
beauty intensity function.
[12]

In which k is a constant,  I1 = r(P1),  I2 = r(P2) and r(P) = (|P| - u(P)) /  |P|.  |P| is the
absolute length of a path P and u(P) is the weighted sum of zigzags and wall tracking.
This means that a path P1 has better aesthetics than a reference path P0 if the heuristic
for the two paths is greater than zero. However, this approach is not without problems,
such as if  u(P) is greater than  |P|, which will result in   ℜ being the log of a negative
number, which is a mathematically undefined function. A further issue is that   doesℜ
not correspond directly to data from an agent's sensors.

Coleman's solution to this is to use fractal analysis[11]. A fractal object is a geometric
object  which  is  self-similar  at  many scales,  or  one  in  which  each  portion  may be
considered a reduced-scale image of the whole object. Associated with a fractal is a
fractal dimension D that is the ratio of the log of the number of self-similar objects NE

covered by a measuring tool of size E, to the log of the reciprocal of E.

In a map W with a set of j stationary obstacles {Bj} and a path P between two points A1
and  A2, Coleman defines the fractal dimension of a 2D image supplied by the above
factors as D(P, {Bj}, W), referred to D(P) as shorthand. Using this, the “fractal beauty”
of a path  P1 is  G(P1 | P0) = D(P1) – D(P0). The reference path  P0 is generated using
regular A*.

To implement this into a pathfinding algorithm, a possible method would be to adjust
the heuristic of A* such that when it examines a node's neighbours, it also examines the
neighbours' outer neighbours for both the standard A* distance heuristic as well as the
fractal beauty score. When the next node is chosen by the agent based on the shortest
distance, the subsequent node should be selected based on the highest fractal beauty
score for the next node.

However, Coleman also references Higgins [12], who uses the following technique: a
quick path is generated with a limited number of iterations, at the end of which the full
path is generated between the endpoint of the quick path and the agent's destination. A
splice path is generated from the agent's current position to a point on the full path, thus
hiding a detour that a human would view as unnecessary. This appears to be a simpler
method that a human would not notice if it were implemented correctly.

2.9.2 Fractal Analysis of Stealthy Pathfinding

The above approach is obstacle-averse, in that it avoids obstacles, while A* is obstacle-
neutral.  Both result in an agent being more likely to stand in the open, which is not a
sensible tactic in a competitive game world. Coleman has a further extension [14] which
is aimed at “stealthy” aesthetics, or generating paths that hug obstacles to potentially
avoid traps and detection or to find cover.

The approach that Coleman uses is to change the heuristic cost of A* to the following
equation [14]: H(goal, γ) = (1 -  γ) ∙ h(goal), where γ is referred to as the stealth effect
and effectively applies a discount to the standard A* heuristic  h at each node. When
compared against an aesthetic path and a standard A* path, it results in paths that are
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more likely to stay close to a wall and thus more likely to protect one of the agent's
flanks. 

While this approach is more concerned with making paths that visually appear to be
stealthy,  it  could be  used  to  influence an  agent  that  is  trying  to  move tactically by
predisposing  the  agent  to  nodes  near  obstacles  that  could  potentially  offer  some
protection. The stealth effect could be built into each node in the search space as a post-
processing stage after the search space is generated, potentially speeding up run-time
calculations. 

2.9.3 Pathfinding with Voronoi Regions

A method of pathfinding that generates smooth paths that appear to mimic a natural
movement pattern is to construct Voronoi regions around entities in a search space[15].
A Voronoi diagram defines a set of points around each obstacle in a scene that are closer
to  the  obstacle  than  any  other  obstacle,  with  the  edge  between  regions  forming  a
collision-free path between the obstacles. This approach results in very smooth paths,
but is not feasible in a realistic environment with arbitrary shapes.  An approximation
that in practice produces the same result is as follows: 

• With every iteration a random sample c of an entity is chosen and checked to see
if  it  is  collision-free.  If  so,  c is  moved to a  point  close to a  Voronoi  region
boundary. If not, another random sample is chosen.

• The nearest obstacle point to c is calculated as cc, and c is moved in the opposite
direction to cc, with a step size of the original distance between c and cc, until the
closest obstacle to c has changed. This indicates that a Voronoi region boundary
has been crossed.

• Using a binary search between c and the last position before the region boundary
was crossed, the process is continued until c is exactly half-way between its two
nearest obstacles. This point is designated cv and added to the list of vertices in
the roadmap graph.

• The set of nearest neighbours of cv, N, is determined. For each vertex vn in N, if
the connection between cv and vn is collision-free, the connection is added to the
list of edges in the graph if there is not a considerably shorter edge between
those vertices.

• This process is repeated until a sufficient number of samples have been created
to approximately represent the Voronoi regions.

Nieuwenhuisen et al [15] includes a section on retracting edges to make sure edges do
not  come too  close  to  an  obstacle,  merging edges  that  overlap  and rounding  sharp
corners to appear more natural. These are summarised below:

• Edges are retracted to the boundaries on the Voronoi diagram until every part of
each edge is at least a minimum distance away from each obstacle. If part of an
edge is too close to an obstacle, the edge is split into two equal parts and the
middle vertex is retracted to the boundary. If the length of a new edge is shorter
than a predefined value, the process is halted for that edge.
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• For each pair of edges, if the endpoints of each edge are less than a predefined
distance away from each other, the vertices of one edge are projected onto the
other. If this is successful, the edges are merged.

• Sharp corners are rounded using circular blends. For each vertex, the degree of
the vertex is defined as the number of edges connected to this vertex: a degree of
1 means the vertex is an endpoint and thus does not need a blend, a degree of 2
means the vertex is part of two edges,  et cetera. The centres of all incoming
edges are used to create a circle arc that touches each pair of edges, replacing a
part of the path. If a blend does not have the minimum clearance around an
obstacle,  it  is replaced by one with a smaller radius until one with sufficient
clearance is developed.

This approach appears to be most useful for a game based around vehicles that must
turn naturally or formations of units with a common centre, such as a real-time strategy
game, or if agents are moved by forces using a physics engine. For a tactical first-person
or third-person shooter,  it  is less useful as it forces agents away from obstacles and
leaves them more exposed in all directions.

2.10 Tactical Positioning

For  an  agent  to  be  capable  of  choosing  safe  positions  (which  are  here  defined  as
positions where the agent is less likely to be harmed) in an intelligent manner, it must be
able to understand why one arbitrary position is safer than another. One method is to use
waypoints with various inputs that make the waypoint more or less attractive,  as in
Killzone  (see  Section  2.13  below),  or  to  adapt  A*  to  take  historical  damage  as  a
criterion for a path.  Another method is to use terrain reasoning, making the agents take
physical terrain into account when making decisions.

2.10.1 Limited-Damage A*

Limited-Damage A* is a variation of A* that takes damage as a feasibility criterion[16].
This approach considers threat zones as passable regions that inflict damage on an agent
passing through the zone, with the amount of damage suffered varying according to the
threat and how long the agent is inside the zone. If an agent enters a threat zone, it
repairs the path to exit the threat zone as soon as possible and with minimum damage.
The approach used by Bayili and Polat[16] is to modify the heuristic estimate of A* to
account for damage as in Equation 2.10.1a below.

Equation 2.10.1a: modified A* heuristic [16]

In the above equation,  hdistance(x) is the standard A* heuristic for distances between the
node x and the goal, whereas  hdamage(x) is the sum of all the damage the agent would
suffer if it continued along that path. Bayili and Polat[16] use the total damage taken as
a legality test,  and if  the total  damage taken over  a  particular  path exceeds a  user-
defined limit, the path is pruned from the search tree. The different coefficients could
also  be  adjusted  to  weight  the  heuristic  either  way,  which  if  used  in  a  game with
multiple types of NPC could result in one type charging straight towards the goal while
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another, more cautious type tries to skirt danger zones.

The main problem with LDA* is that, as with Time-Bounded A*, it expands nodes in
the same manner as A*, which may result in it examining each node in the search space.
Furthermore,  it  currently has been tested only with static  threats,  so the effect  of  a
moving threat on memory or CPU costs as it forces the agent to constantly plan its route
again is unknown. However, it is an extension of A*, so it would be relatively easy to
implement once A* is implemented.

2.10.2 Terrain Reasoning

Terrain  reasoning  is  the  capability  of  an  agent  to  take  terrain  into  account  while
planning, acting or communicating with other agents[17]. The approach used by Van der
Sterren[17] is to break the search space into waypoints, representing the terrain of the
map,  and  to  develop  functions  to  access  and/or  manipulate  the  waypoints.  Each
waypoint is evaluated based on four criteria:

1. Local  environment,  which  includes  factors  such  as  the  illumination  level,
movement types required into that waypoint, etc.

2. Memberships of the waypoint, such as being part of a particular room or a team's
base.

3. Relations with other waypoints.  This includes the distance and a check for a
valid line-of-sight between two waypoints.

4. Focus, or how closely clustered in one direction a waypoint's relations are. This
last one is particularly important for agents functioning as snipers, who need to
be able to overlook positions from a distance with limited field of view.

Van der Sterren uses the example of a sniper[1]7 to demonstrate this process. An NPC
functioning as a sniper would require a location that is relatively inconspicuous (such as
the light level being below a specified value), overlooking key positions from which the
sniper cannot be reached or do not provide cover from the sniper, protects the sniper's
flanks  and  which  does  not  require  special  movement  types  (such  as  swimming  or
scaling a cliff) to reach.

The initial search space can be pre-calculated to speed up initial calculations for lines-
of-sight or lines-of-fire, and therefore lower the load on the CPU. However, if the search
space is  dynamic and includes destructible objects  that  act  as cover,  then the initial
waypoints must change to keep the AI accurate. For instance, a closed door opening
near  an  agent  may  leave  them vulnerable  to  being  flanked  by an  opposing  agent,
especially if the agent is acting as a sniper. The lines-of-sight affected by that door could
be pre-calculated, and then modified only when the door changes state, making the act
event-based.

To further cut down on CPU costs, Van der Sterren proposes using a look-up table to
record which waypoints can be reached from other specified waypoints. Each entry in
the look-up table stores data on the line-of-sight and distance to each other node, which
leads to increased memory consumption as the search space increases, consuming O(N2)
memory. This can be offset by adjusting the table matrix so that for each waypoint, only
the waypoints it can actually see (e.g. its nearest neighbours) or can see it are recorded.
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Furthermore, limiting the search to a constant time such as one second speeds up the
search by forcing the AI to consider only surroundings that are accessible within that
time limit.

2.10.3: Efficient and Dynamic Response to Fire

An agent on its own does not know how to take cover, which is an action that most
humans  can  perform.  This  frequently  separates  agent-controlled  characters  in  video
games  from  player-controlled  characters,  as  an  example  from  personal  experience
demonstrates: in the video game Halo: Reach, some of the player's allies will stand out
in the open to exchange fire and survive only due to scripted invulnerability.

An approach to solving this for the video game America's Army, which was developed
by the US military as a recruitment and public relations tool, uses a sensor grid [17]. A
set of hiding spaces is not fixed as part of the map, but generated at run-time by testing
a fixed set of waypoints around each agent.  The algorithm runs in several steps,  as
outlined below:

1. Find all observers, which could be all hostile agents.

2. Calculate the sensor positions, using five rings around the agent, each consisting
of 10 sensors, and including one for the agent's current position. The sensors in
the  first  ring  are  spaced  approximately 1.5  metres  apart,  while  those  in  the
furthest ring are spaced approximately 3 metres apart.

3. Find ground level at each sensor by constructing two 45 degree cones between
the agent's location and the sensor, casting a ray downwards from each cone. If
either  ray  strikes  a  polygon,  ground  level  is  taken  to  be  the  height  of  the
polygon, but if  both rays  return the height of their  cones,  then the sensor is
pruned from the sensor grid.

4. Determine if the agent can stand at each sensor location without sliding away.
For instance, if a sensor location is on the side of a steep cliff, it would be a poor
choice because the agent would not be able to stand there. If the surface at a
sensor location is more than 45 degrees of the horizontal, then the sensor should
be eliminated from further consideration.

5. Determine visibility at each sensor. Lines of sight are traced from the observers
to the sensor to check if the agent is visible while standing, crouching or lying
prone on the ground. Starting with the prone stance, for each stance the visibility
is checked for three points around and including the sensor position sp [sp – acr,
sp,  sp + acr], where acr stands for the agent's collision radius. If any of these
points are visible for any stance, the sensor is ignored; if none are visible for a
particular stance, then the next stance is considered and the highest concealed
stance is recorded.

6. Check the accessibility at each sensor. If the game engine allows for volumetric
traces, a cylinder with the same radius as the agent is used to find a straight-line
path from the agent to the sensor; if not, multiple ray traces may suffice. If the
cylinder cannot manage this, and a two-segment path cannot be found after this,
the sensor is removed from consideration. 

7. Move  the  agent  towards  the  nearest  available  sensor  and  adopt  the  stance
recorded in step 5.
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Darken et al [17] mention further optimisations to this approach. One is to process the
sensors in increments instead of all at once, which could be done by starting with only
the first ring of sensors and ending the search if a suitable candidate location is chosen,
since the agent will choose the closest hiding position. Another optimisation is to even
out the cost of the ray-casting by only casting the most critical rays, such as those that
check the visibility at the agent's head level. This leaves further ray-casting to future
decision cycles, such as when the agent has moved to the candidate position and wishes
to evaluate its new position.

Extensions to the approach are also mentioned in Darken  et al[17]. One is to use the
sensor grid to improve firing positions, by programming the agents to return fire after
taking cover. This can be enabled by the agent simply adjusting their stance, e.g. by
temporarily standing up to fire and crouching later. Another is to integrate the sensor
grid with the waypoints, simply by extending the path search in step 6 to include nearby
waypoints.  Finally,  instead  of  merely  calculating  concealment  opportunities,  the
algorithm could be extended to consider cover by examining polygons that block fire
from hostile agents.

2.13: Killzone – An industry example

Killzone  (2005)  is  a  first-person shooter  by Guerilla  Games.  The  AI  uses  dynamic
procedural tactics to decide where to move[18], taking into account positions and lines
of fire from nearby threats and allied units. If a goal cannot be reached without the agent
or agents being damaged, it is abandoned.

The value of a particular position, P, is computed from the weighted sum of several
properties, such as the presence of cover (any position that may protect the agent from
enemy fire), proximity to the current position, proximity to the goal, or distance to the
nearest threat. A full list is shown in Table 2.13. Adding these or other costs to the cost
of  a  node  makes  an  agent  less  likely  to  choose  a  position  with  a  higher  danger
associated with it; it should be noted that, unlike in most path-finding systems, a higher
score for each criterion was considered better by the designers, reflecting a potentially
safer position.

The AI in Killzone also uses a look-up table to store visibility information for each
waypoint, using an approximate polar representation. Each entry in the table consists of
the largest distance for which an agent near waypoint  wt in a stance  s  does not have
cover from an agent in stance s' at a waypoint wa that is in direction d relative to wt. This
guarantees that if the distance between wa and wt is larger than the table entry for (wt, s,
d), then an agent at wt will have cover from an opposing agent at wa.

Assuming symmetry in lines-of-fire, this means that the table represents the worst-case
assumption about cover for a particular direction and distance. As a result, the AI will be
guaranteed to have cover at a particular if the look-up table indicates that this is the
case. A further benefit of this worst-case assumption is that it offers the agents some
limited ability to anticipate threat movement as follows: even if a threat does not have a
line-of-fire when the agent chooses a position, if the threat could establish a line-of-fire
to  the  agent  from a  nearby position,  then  the  agent  is  unlikely to  have  cover  at  a
particular position and may avoid it.
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Position evaluation Input Description (Larger score awarded for)

Proximity to current position How close P is to the agent's current location

Proximity to specific location How close P is to a particular location (e.g. the
goal)

Cover from primary threat Offering  cover  from  the  primary  threat,
depending  on  the  agent's  stance  (standing  or
crouching)

Line-of-fire to primary threat Having  line-of-fire  to  primary  threat  while
offering cover, depending on stance (standing or
crouching)

Distance to primary threat Being  the  preferred  fighting  distance  from
primary threat

Outside blast zone Being outside the area of effect for a projectile

Cover from secondary threats Offering  cover  for  one  or  more  additional
enemies

Outside friendly agents' line-of-fire Being less likely to be hit by friendly fire

Distance  from  friendly  agents'
positions

Being some distance away from friendly agents

Wall hugging Being close to a wall

Nearby cover Nearby positions that can offer cover

Player's line-of-fire Not being inside the player's line-of-fire

Preferred fighting range Inside the agent's preferred fighting range

Table 2.13: Sample inputs for a position evaluation function [18]

The search area for the position evaluation function has an effect on accuracy and CPU
costs. A larger position evaluation function results in more positions being considered,
which on average leads to an agent finding a better position. However, this may result in
agents  spending  more  time  manoeuvring  than  taking  other  actions  such  as  firing  a
weapon, and places a higher load on the CPU. Conversely, a smaller evaluation function
results in shorter movements and leaves the AI with more time for other actions, but the
shorter range makes an agent more likely to ignore a good tactical position. Straatman
et  al [18]  recommend  that  the  range of  the  position  evaluation  function  match  the
decision cycle for the AI agent.

The AI in Killzone is more complicated than the previous examples, purely due to it
being a full AI system for a commercial game. However, it does provide an example of
a tactical pathfinding method as used in the games industry, in particular the concept of
applying costs to reflect a node's desirability.

2.14 The AI of F.E.A.R

F.E.A.R. (First Encounter Assault Recon) is a horror-themed first-person shooter from
Monolith Productions. Like many games, it uses A* to define paths, but also to plan
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sequences of actions [19]. Unlike many games, it does not use a finite-state machine to
decide what the agents should do, but a planning system which tells an agent what its
goal is and what potential actions are available, leaving the actual implementation up to
the individual unit.

The reason this is used is that it decouples goals from the actions required to achieve
them. Different types of NPCs may have different and possibly unique actions, such as
the policemen from No-One Lives Forever 2 referenced in the paper [19]: these units
were intended to be out-of-shape, forcing them to stop and catch their breath every few
seconds, unlike any other unit in that game, but in a finite-state machine this would
require another branch to account for this, increasing the complexity of the system. The
planning system allows new types of units to be inserted into the world more easily,
only requiring actions that can lead to a goal being solved.

Another benefit of using the planning system is that it allows behaviour to be layered
into  goals  and  the  actions  that  can  satisfy  that  goal.  For  instance,  starting  with  a
particular goal of killing an enemy and an action for attacking that enemy, the next layer
could include the goal of dodging an attack, which could be satisfied by a roll or some
other animation. Additional layers and goals can then be added in. Another example is if
an agent is sitting in a chair when killed, it can satisfy the goal of dying by playing an
animation of slumping in position, instead of getting out of the chair before dying.

Finally, the planning system allows for problems to be solved dynamically, allowing for
re-planning while taking previous failures into account. Orkin [19] uses the following
scenario to illustrate this: an agent patrolling a part of the game level finds a door with
an adjacent window is blocked by the player holding it shut. The agent's first action is to
try opening the door normally, which fails. The agent's next action is to try kicking the
door in, and if this fails, it considers diving through the nearby window. At each stage, it
uses the knowledge of previous failures to discard plans that cannot work.

A* is used as a general search algorithm in this system for planning both paths and
actions,  using  different  data  structures  for  each  case.  For  navigation,  the  nodes  are
positions  on  polygons  in  the  search  space  and  edges  consist  of  the  edges  of  these
polygons; for action planning, world states are considered analogous to nodes and the
actions required to achieve those states are the edges. 

The use of a planning system is particularly intriguing from the point of view of game
development.  However,  for  the  purposes  of  this  project,  a  finite-state  machine  is
probably sufficient.
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3. Design and Proposed Solution

After the above has been examined, several approaches are being combined. The first
part is to use Time-Bounded A* to develop partial paths for each agent, with additional
heuristics to calculate the danger at each position, as in Limited-Damage A*. Several
possible heuristics in addition to distance are as follows: the amount of enemy agents
recorded at a position P over the lifetime of the game, the amount of times a friendly
agent has died at P, the width of the corridor at P and the amount of directions in which
an agent is exposed at P. If this is implemented correctly, the agents will avoid locations
where they are more likely to die or possibly choke points.

Another addition to the algorithm is to bias the search in favour of nodes that are beside
an  obstacle,  using  the  stealthy  pathfinding  heuristic.  While  this  approach  is  more
concerned with making paths that appear stealthy, it would make agents more likely to
move alongside an obstacle that might provide them with some cover from at least one
side instead of moving in the open. It also has the advantage of ease of implementation.

Each test scenario involves two teams of bots in a death match-style game, in which
their objective is to navigate between locations while searching for agents of the other
team. One team focuses entirely on path length, while the other takes recorded dangers
and other factors into consideration while building paths. The number of deaths on each
team is recorded to judge each team's effectiveness, with the statistics at the end of each
match being logged to a text file for collection.
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4. Technology and Techniques Used

4.1 Selected Game Engine

Due to familiarity with the Unity game engine [21], this was chosen as the main testing
platform. Three levels were planned and designed in the editor, each with their own
characteristics:  the first  (referred to as Village or Field)  was a  wide-open map with
sparse obstacles, the second (Maze) was a maze with multiple corridors, and the third
was a hybrid of the two with a mixture of wide corridors and narrow passageways. Each
map was the equivalent of 100 by 100 metres, and to save on development time only the
default textures were used. A smaller fourth map, referred to as Algorithm Test, was
created to act as a testing map for any algorithms before deploying to the larger ones.

One potential issue with Unity is that it is not thread-safe. This was a design decision by
the Unity developers to avoid the problem of deadlock altogether by prohibiting access
of the framework from another thread. However, if the user can make thread-safe code
using  the  .NET  framework,  without  touching  anything  from  the  Unity  Engine
framework, they are able to do so. For instance, the GridCell class does not implement
or inherit the MonoBehaviour class, which is required for all classes that are used by the
engine.

In each map, the naming convention was chosen more-or-less at random for ease of
identification and to avoid having multiple destinations with similar names across all
maps. As far as each agent is concerned, the names make no difference at all.

4.1.1 Village Map/ The Field

This was a wide-open map with sparsely-positioned obstacles, with objects named as
though the map were a rural village. Potential destinations for both teams included each
other's  bases,  a  field  on  the  “eastern”  side  of  the  map,  a  cylinder  that  had  been
designated as a well, a square between two houses on the western edge of the map, and
a series of structures in the north-west corner, referred to as the Outhouses. Figure 4.1
shows the general layout of the map.
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4.1.2 The Maze

As indicated by the name, this was a collection of narrow corridors with occasional
rooms. The destinations were simply named Destination 1-through-4, each team's base
serving as a fifth.  The general layout is shown in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.1: the layout of the Field map. 
The Blue team starts left of the centre at 
the bottom of the map, while the Orange 
team starts at the top-right.

Figure 4.2: The layout of the Maze. The Blue 
team starts at the bottom of the map, while the 
orange team starts at the top.



4.1.3 The Hybrid

A combination of the two maps above, with two wide corridors on either side of a
central  square,  two slightly narrower corridors around the sides, and some narrower
passageways similar to maintenance corridors. Its layout is shown in Figure 4.3 below.

4.2 Generating Navigation Data

To generate navigation data for each level, a technique was borrowed and adapted from
a third-party package [22]. A cube was drawn over each scene to act as the navigation
mesh, with a default cell size of 1 m2. At iterations of 1 metre over the length and width
of the cube, a node was generated as an instance of the GridCell class with the x and z-
coordinates of the position. After the node had been created, a ray was cast downwards
from the position to check for obstacles at the node, resulting in the node being marked
as either walkable or unwalkable. The node was then added to a two-dimensional array
of nodes, and where the node was unwalkable, it  was added to a list of unwalkable
nodes for post-processing.

After the mesh had been generated, a post-processing step was run. Initially, this found
the immediate neighbours of each unwalkable node and made them unwalkable in turn,
adding some space around obstacles. This was eventually changed to adding a discount
to each walkable neighbour to test the concept of the discounted heuristic, especially
when it was noticed that cell sizes of 1 sq metre resulted in a three-metre-wide corridor
shrinking to one metre of usable ground in width.

To calculate exposure at a node, the initial mechanism was to simply have the agents
take the number of walkable neighbours as the level of exposure. However, due to this
only taking the immediate neighbours of the node into account, this was imprecise. A
more accurate calculation that ran during the post-processing step was to cast rays from
each node in the direction of their walkable neighbours, with a maximum distance of 20
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Figure 4..3: The layout of the Hybrid map.
The Blue team starts at the top of the map,
the Orange at the bottom, and the 
remaining bright objects are destinations.



metres. If the ray hit an obstacle before reaching its maximum distance, the distance
from the node to the obstacle was recorded. The exposure list of the node was then
implemented as a C# Dictionary,  using the direction of the node as the key for the
recorded distance.

Each team was controlled by a separate entity that acted as their base and held a list of
potential destinations. The script attached to the bases created the agents as instances of
a prefabricated object before assigning each one a target from the list. Assigning the
destination triggered a call to a method in the pathfinding scripts to start searching for a
path, regardless of how the path was actually generated.

4.3 The Finite-State Machine

The agents were set to use the same finite-state machine on both teams, as detailed in
the SoldierStates class. This class has 9 individual states, as detailed in Table 4.1 below,
and is named due to the use of a third-party model pack from the Unity Asset Store [23].
The methods of the class include methods for setting the path when it has been found,
damaging the agent, changing state and replenishing health, as well as one to display the
path for debugging purposes. 

State Description

isIdle The agent is currently doing nothing. This was later found to be
redundant, but left in for completion

isDead The agent's health is 0. This sends a message to the agent's base
to respawn the agent

isFiring The agent is firing at a target

isTakingCover The agent is moving for cover

isMovingToLocation The agent is moving to a location

isAtBase The agent has returned and is restocking on health and ammo

inPosition The  agent  is  at  the  end  of  its  path  and  is  awaiting  further
instructions

lowOnAmmo The agent is low on ammunition, forcing it to return to base

lowOnHealth The  agent's  health  is  less  than  a  critical  value,  forcing  it  to
return to base

Table 4.1: The states of the finite state machine.

When the finite-state machine receives a destination, it then passes the destination to the
pathfinding script, triggering a search for a path to the destination. Once the pathfinding
script had found a path, it would send it back to the finite-state machine and trigger the
agent's state to isMovingToLocation. While in this state, the agent would move from
one position on the path to the next.

If the agent's health dropped to zero, the agent's state was set to  isDead. Initially, this
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removed the agent from the scene entirely, but this was later changed to moving them
back to the base.  This in turn was subsequently adjusted to become event-based by
moving the condition to change into  isDead from the Update loop, which was being
called at a frequency once per frame, into the damage method.

4.4 Initial path-finding Mechanism

Initially, the path-finding scripts were set up to find paths using regular A*. This was
intended as a stop-gap to check for any potential problems until an alternative algorithm
has been developed. On the smaller test map, it ran with a frame-rate of approximately
30-40 frames per second. While this is not a particularly high frame-rate, it was at least
running in real-time. However, on the larger maps, the frame-rate dropped to less than
0.1 frames per second, with the main thread of the application taking 15 seconds to
calculate a single frame. 

At this point, multi-threading had not been implemented, which resulted in the path-
finding algorithm being run on the main thread and causing extra work.

As stated earlier, the engine does support multi-threading if the algorithm contains user-
defined methods and classes such as the  GridCell class, or simple types such as an
integer. A browse through the Unity forums revealed a multi-threading package [24] on
the Unity Gems website  available  for  download.  With this  installed,  the application
began to run in real-time once more.

This soon led to another problem as the computer this was being tested on had only a
two-core processor.  While  this  resulted in  most  of the processor  being dedicated to
running the testing application, this was however deemed to be of lesser importance
than generating a path.

To further speed up the generation of paths, several updates to the navigation mesh were
considered. Firstly, during the post-processing phase each node was given a list of its
most immediate neighbours, and the function for calculating the equivalent node to a
particular position, getCellFromWorld(position), was adjusted to take a second variable.
This second variable acted as the maximum search distance, and in the case of matching
the  size  of  a  cell,  the  function  returned  the  list  of  immediate  neighbours.  In  later
updates, the GridCell class was updated to include the list of immediate neighbours for
speed.

Another approach that was considered was to generate the mesh in the editor, and then
to save it to the hard disk so that it could be loaded at runtime instead of calculating
from scratch. However, this was discarded as an unnecessary addition. A much more
useful  addition  was to  make calls  to  the  path-finding algorithm event-based,  which
prevented agents from repeatedly searching for a path.

4.5 Detection System

To enable the agents to detect each other, two approaches were considered. One was to
regularly cast rays from the agents' heads in several directions to check for lines-of-sight
to other objects, but this was dropped as computationally expensive. Instead, a three-
dimensional cone was created using 3DS Max and imported into Unity. Copies of this
were attached to each agent, approximately at the same height as the model's eyes, with
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a script to check for lines of sight to any object that entered the cone and the mesh
renderer component removed to effectively turn the cone invisible.

This  script,  referred  to  as  HumanFieldOfView,  works  as  follows.  Both  teams  are
associated with a layer for identification, using the LayerMask class of Unity: blue for
one, orange for the other. If an object enters the cone, a ray is cast towards the object. If
the ray hits an object, the object it hits is compared with the object that enters the cone;
if the two objects are equal, then the unit has a line-of-sight to the object. If this is the
case, the object's layer is checked to see if it is on the opposing team.

If an object is recognised as belonging to the other team, the script sends a message to
the finite-state machine to begin shooting. This sets the agent's state to isFiring. If the
agent no longer has a line-of-sight towards the enemy agent, it sets the agent's state to
either isMovingToLocation or isTakingCover in the later stages.

A later addition that was considered was to make the agents keep track of multiple
targets  instead  of  simply the  first  to  enter  their  field  of  view.  If  an  NPC from the
opposing team entered an agent's field of view and a line-of-sight was present, this NPC
would be added to the list of nearby enemy targets. If a line-of-sight was no longer
present, this NPC would be removed from the list of targets. However, this was left
aside as a “nice-to-have” addition that was not strictly necessary. 

 

4.6 Attacking

The character models used for the agents did not actually come with a model for a
firearm, so a model  of an assault  rifle  from one of  the Unity Bootcamp demo was
imported. This was attached to the model, which was manipulated so that it appeared to
be holding the rifle.  Attached to  the rifle  was the  FireAI script,  which manages all
events related to controlling the rifle.

If the finite-state machine is currently in the state  isFiring,  a message is sent to the
FireAI script to start firing. Initially, this created an instance of a prefabricated bullet at
the rifle's muzzle, with the angle adjusted by a random factor to prevent the agents from
having  perfect  aim.  After  a  brief  delay  to  simulate  rate-of-fire,  another  would  be
instantiated, until the amount of bullets in the rifle's magazine reached zero. When this
occurred, another delay was used to simulate reloading, at which point the amount of
magazines available was reduced by one. If only a single magazine remained, the finite-
state machine was alerted and the current state set to lowOnAmmo.

If the immediate target was killed or the agent's state turned to lowOnAmmo, the finite-
state machine sent a message to the FireAI script telling it to stop firing.

The projectiles themselves were initially modelled as spheres for the sake of simplicity.
Each was intended to travel in a straight line from their starting point until they hit an
object or met their maximum range, which was arbitrarily set to 10 metres. In either of
these cases, the bullet was simply removed from the scene.  If an agent was hit,  the
bullet dealt a fixed amount of damage to the agent.

However, it was noticed that instantiating and destroying bullets on demand caused a
large performance drop, slowing the application to a crawl. The solution was to create a
pool of bullets that would create a fixed number of bullets at run-time to be shared by
all units. An empty object that acted as an off-screen holding area was placed in the
scene along with an instance of the bullet prefab, whose purpose was to act as a model
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to be referenced. At run-time, thirty copies of the model bullet were instantiated around
the holding area and added to an array. 

When the FireAI script required a bullet, the bullet at the top of the array was moved to
the muzzle of the corresponding rifle and started moving. If the bullet hit an object or
exceeded its maximum range, its velocity was set to zero and the bullet moved back to
the holding area until it was required again. 

However, there were still problems with collision detection for the spheres and another
large performance impact was observed when more than 30 projectiles were visible on
the screen. This prompted a change to make the weapons use a “hitscan” technique, in
which a ray is cast in a particular direction from the firearm model. When the ray hits an
object within a particular distance limit,  which was set to 30 metres for testing, the
FireAI script sends a message to damage the object. 

To prevent  the  agents  from having  inhumanly perfect  aim,  the  FireAI script  had  a
variable  for  spread  added.  When  firing,  the  direction  of  the  hitscan  ray  would  be
adjusted by a random amount within the range [-spread, spread], causing it to not point
directly forward from the muzzle. 

4.7 Tactical Path-finding Script

The purpose of this project was to develop an algorithm that would enable AI to find
their  way to a  position with a lesser chance of being damaged.  To this  end,  it  was
decided that each node would have multiple costs  associated with it,  each of which
would be multiplied by a factor before being summed up for the total cost. The initial
algorithm used Time-Bounded A* to develop paths, but the interleaving of planning and
movement proved to be difficult to implement with the finite-state machine that had
already been developed. 

Following this, the algorithm was redesigned to act as a fixed-depth version of regular
A*, initially using a fixed limit of 50 nodes. If the agent's destination had been found
before the  expansion limit  was reached,  the algorithm would  break out  of  the loop
before the limit had been reached. Regardless of whether or not this was the case, the
path would be traced back to the starting position. Initially, if the last position on the
path was not deemed to be close enough to the agent's destination, a new path would be
generated between the two locations while the agent was travelling along the current
path.

While both teams used the same script, each had different weighting factors to influence
their choice of paths. Both teams used the distance and travelled costs to calculate the
total cost of a potential node, which respectively correspond to the fScore and gScore of
regular  A*.  However,  the second team used varying combinations  of  the remaining
costs – allied deaths, reported enemies, and exposure – that were implemented through
the corresponding weighting factors. For example, if the second team were set to use a
value of 1 for allied deaths and 0 for both reported enemies and exposure, the cost of a
potential node would include the number of allied deaths around that node on top of the
default A* costs. Figure 4.4 shows the general flow of the algorithm.

The costs for reported enemies and allied deaths at each node were updated while the
match was in progress, whenever an agent detected an opponent or died. However, the
exposure  cost  for  a  node  was  calculated  while  the  navigation  mesh  was  being
constructed.  Initially,  the  exposure  calculation  simply  counted  the  immediate
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neighbours of the node that were walkable. While very fast and simple to calculate, this
was a very rudimentary calculation, so a more accurate calculation was required. The
solution taken here was to combine the exposure and the width calculations and to make
them physical attributes of each node. After the navigation array had been generated, a
ray was cast from each node in the direction of the node's neighbours, with a maximum
distance that was arbitrarily set at twenty metres. If the ray hit an obstacle that was more
than one metre away from the node, the distance between the node and the obstacle was
recorded as the distance in which that node was exposed in that direction. The directions
and length of exposure were then stored in a hash table as part of the node's data.
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Figure 4.4: The flow of the path-finding algorithm. The weighting factors for deaths, 
reported enemies and exposure decide whether or not these calculations are used.



During testing, it was noticed that some of the agents would get stuck in a heuristic
depression, remaining in approximately the same area. This turned out to be caused by
the expansion limit, which was quickly solved by adjusting the limit to exceed the total
number of nodes in the map; as the path-finding algorithm was set to stop searching
when the target node had been found, this was not considered to be a problem.

A later problem that appeared was in making sure the threads closed upon exiting the
application. In response to a decision to adjust the time-scale so that the simulations
could be run more swiftly, a return statement was added at the end of the findPath and
buildPath methods to force the threads to close upon finding a path. However, this led
to problems where the application would crash at random with either a buffer overflow
exceptions, a StackHash exception or occasionally without even throwing an exception
at all.  The problem appeared to have been caused by the return statements, so these
were removed and the time-scale reset to 1 and the application was observed to run
without any problems. However, when the time-scale was subsequently adjusted to 10
(in which case, a 20-minute match would have lasted 2 minutes in real time), the frame-
rate dropped to approximately 3 frames per second.

Eventually, the time-scale was dropped altogether, after several test matches with a time
limit of 20 minutes yielded scores in the range of 90-130, which was deemed to be
sufficient. According to several of the author's acquaintances with experience of online
play,  this  is  indeed  normal  for  approximately  20  minutes  in  an  online  first-person
shooter.

4.8 Finding Cover

The finite-state machine did include a state for taking cover, but this was originally set
to log a debugging message indicating that the agent was under attack, before the agent
would  simply  continue  along  its  path.  This  is  hardly  a  sensible  reaction  to  being
attacked, so a way of finding cover was developed.

A few methods  of  performing  this  were  considered,  each  of  which  used  the  same
concept of finding the nearest position from which there was no line of sight to the
agent's current position. The first was to find the direction from which the attack came,
extend that direction to cover a line of approximately 10 metres on either side of the
agent's  position,  and  then  to  cast  rays  forwards  or  backwards  to  find  the  nearest
obstacle. If one of these rays hit an obstacle, a position next to it would be found and
used as the agent's new destination.

However, this was considered too complicated and potentially too slow for a real-time
application.  The  next  method  considered  was  to  have  agents  mark  possible  cover
positions on sight by noting the position and directions from which the position offered
some protection. The positions and directions would be stored in a lookup table for ease
of access.

This led back to one of the techniques described in the paper on the AI for Killzone,
which was to pre-calculate a look-up table of positions that would not offer a line-of-
sight in particular directions. Inside the script to generate the navigation array, the post-
processing step was adapted to find a subset of the array which included all nodes with
at least one neighbour that was considered unwalkable. For each of these nodes n, the
position of each unwalkable neighbour with respect to n was calculated and added to a
list of directions. The position of the node and the list of directions were then added to
the table, using the position as the key.
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When an agent needed to access the table, it passed in two vectors: the agent's current
position, and the direction from which it was under attack. The agent would then search
the lookup table for the nearest  positions within an initially-arbitrary distance of 10
metres,  and  then  compare  the  range  of  directions  shielded  by each  position  to  the
direction of attack. This would cause the agent to try to find a path to that location.

A refinement of this technique was to use the .NET Linq (Language-Integrated Query)
namespace. With this, the agent would find the first cover position in the lookup table
that satisfied the following conditions:

• The direction of attack was within the range of the list of protected directions for
the potential cover position;

• The dot product of the covering position and agent's position was less than 0,
which is equivalent to the covering position being behind the agent.

4.9 Movement

The agents' movement was controlled by a separate class. This would take a position as
the movement target, and initially the class would directly adjust the agent's position
over a period of time towards the target. However, directly adjusting the position of a
transform in Unity does not account for collisions, which can lead to obvious bugs such
as  one  agent  appearing  inside  another.  This  led  to  implementing  the  Character
Controller component, a built-in component that is aimed at humanoid first or third-
person controllers.  Among other  features,  it  causes  an object  to  slide along another
object.

However, the Character Controller caused a few problems of its own, mainly because it
does  not  actually  use  the  physics  engine  to  register  collisions.  The  recommended
solution on the Unity forums is to add another Collider component to a child object of
the agent, which acts as a steering layer. On collision with another object in this steering
layer, the agent would check for a possible free position nearby to move around the
other agent if it was part of the same team. If this second agent was on the opposing
team and in front of the first agent, the first agent would deal damage to the second,
simulating a melee attack.

This solution appeared unwieldy in addition to creating collision problems between the
FOV cone and the agents, prompting a search for a physics-based solution. Applying
forces in the direction of the movement target would be used to move the agent, and on
collision with an allied NPC another force would be applied to push the agent away
from the other NPC. The melee attack was left in as a safeguard against the agents
running into an enemy around a corner.

During testing of this method, the agents were observed to fall over on startup. Freezing
the rotation of the Rigidbody component that was used to make the agents use physics
prevented  this  problem from occurring,  but  caused  another  issue  where  the  agents
would  consistently  fall  through  the  terrain.  A  further  improvement  of  disabling
movement by making the Rigidbody ignore physics for the first frame was required to
solve this.

While movement is enabled,  the  MoveAgent class takes a position as the movement
target, subtracts the agent's current position from the movement target and normalises
the result. This is then multiplied by the agent's speed to create a velocity vector for the
Rigidbody component, which moves the agent in that direction with a constant velocity.
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On a collision with an allied agent, if the agents are directly facing each other then they
swap positions and continue moving. If this is not the case, the other agent's position is
subtracted from the velocity vector, pushing the agents away from each other.

There is currently one problem with the current iteration of the class: if an agent is
currently standing still and another collides with it, the first agent is sent across the map
until they hit an obstacle.  On occasion, this leads to an agent falling off the map in spite
of the walls around the edge; however, this happens at most 10 times during a match if
it even occurs. The current solution is to simply return them to base without considering
it to be a death.

4.10 Gathering Data

A script  to  monitor  statistics  and  start  a  match  was  created  and,  for  the  sake  of
convenience, added to the main camera in the Unity scene. Upon an agent's death, the
agent would immediately be moved back to its base where it would replenish its health.
As this happened, the agent's base would inform the statistics script of the agent's death,
which corresponds to a kill for the opposing team.

Originally, this happened during the isDead state, but this lead to problems where the
death of a single agent would be recorded multiple times, skewing the statistics. Making
the  notification  event-based  solved  this  problem by using  the  finite-state  machine's
method for receiving damage.

At the end of a designated time limit, the statistics script would output the statistics to a
text file. During the initial phases of the project, the concept was to add extra potential
scoring factors such as how often an agent arrived at  the enemy team's base or the
amount of coins collected by agents, but this was discarded in favour of making a team
death match-style game in which the scores would be judged entirely by the total kills
by either team. Due to this decision, the only statistics gathered were the total kills, as
well as the weighting factors used by one team.

One final adjustment to the entire project was to add a graphical user interface to aid
setting up a match. This allows the weighting factors for the orange team and the time
limit to be set in advance, before instructing the bases to spawn their agents and starting
the  match.  After  the  time  limit  has  been  reached,  the  statistics  file  is  created,  the
statistics are written out to it and the map exits to a main menu scene.

It was noted that, upon exiting to the main menu after the match and then reloading the
map, the agents would not actually move upon finding a path. Since the simulations
were being run inside the Unity Editor, this was a minor problem due to the ability to
quickly exit and restart the simulations. However, the source of the problem turned out
to be the multithreading package once again. The Loom class contains a static boolean,
initialized, which remained true even after the level ended. This was solved by setting it
to false as the level changed.
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5. Results

The following results were obtained on a Lenovo G570 laptop with 6 GB of memory
and a dual-core processor. Each match in a tournament was set to run for 20 minutes.

5.1 Control matches

Graphs 5.1.1 – 5.1.3 show the performance of the teams when both use A*. Additional
data from the tournaments is provided in Table 5.1 below.
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Graph 5.1.1: The results of a 20-match tournament between two teams that use 
weighting factors of 1 for distance between nodes and the distance from the 
starting position. A clear bias is visible in favour of the Blue team.

Graph 5.1.2: The results of a tournament on the Hybrid, when both teams use 
A* to find  paths.



Table 5.1 shows additional data from the above tournaments: the average and total kills
for each team on each map, as well as their lowest and highest scores.

Team Data Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 2396 2211 2556

Average 119.8 110.55 127.8

Maximum 138 126 156

Minimum 107 96 111

Orange Total Kills 1675 2142 2546

Average 83.75 107.10 127.3

Maximum 93 115 146

Minimum 72 93 106

Table 5.1: Aggregated statistical data from tournaments 1, 2 and 3.

Of particular note is the large gap in the scores on the Maze: the Blue team dominates
the Orange by an average of 36 points. The Blue team begins at the “south” edge of this
map, or near the bottom of Figure 4.1.2, and immediately have more options for paths
when exiting their base. Furthermore, the narrow corridors and bends of this map give
an increased chance of agents running into each other at point-blank range, in which
case one of the agents instantly kills the other; it is entirely possible that this favours the
Blue team.

On the other maps, the scores are more evenly balanced. In particular, the Hybrid level
shows an overall difference of just 10 points over the entire tournament. However, their
scores fluctuate widely from one match to the next.
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Graph 5.1.3: The results of a tournament on the Field, when both teams use A*.



5.2 A* vs A* and Deaths

For the following three tournaments, the orange team was set to use a weighting factor
of 1 for their previous deaths.
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Graph 5.2.1: The results of a tournament on the Maze, when the orange team takes their 
previous deaths into account.

Graph 5.2.2: In this tournament, the Orange team takes their previous deaths into account 
on Field



Table  5.2  shows  further  statistical  data  for  the  tournaments,  comparing  the  overall
performance of the teams. 

Team Data Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 2293 2228 2576

Average 114.65 111.40 128.80

Maximum 129 135 141

Minimum 92 97 116

 Orange Total Kills 1831 2212 2618

Average 91.55 110.60 130.90

Maximum 109 123 161

Minimum 78 88 113

Table 5.2 Aggregated statistical data from tournaments 4, 5 and 6.

When compared with the control tournaments, the Orange team's performance has 
improved on all three maps. However, on the Maze and Field it is still not enough to 
beat the Blue team; in fact, the Blue team's performance has also increased on the Field.
By contrast, on the Hybrid the Orange team has won on 11 out of 20 matches, in some 
cases by a considerable difference. 

This is most likely due to the Blue team constantly using the same paths during a given 
match, while the Orange team only uses these same paths near the start of the match. 
During the match, the Orange team start to move away from positions where they have 
died, which at the start tend to be along the most direct routes. Because of this, they are 
less likely to be detected and attacked by a member of the Blue team.
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Graph 5.2.3: The results of a tournament on Hybrid, when the Orange team takes their 
previous deaths into account.



5.3 A* vs A* and Reported Enemies

The following three tournaments show the performance of each team when the Orange
team takes the reported positions of members of the Blue team into account, using a
weighting factor of 1. Table 5.3 shows the aggregated statistical data.
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Graph 5.3.1: The results of a tournament on the Maze when the Orange team takes 
reported enemies into account.

Graph 5.3.2: The results of a tournament on the Field, when the Orange team is set to 
avoid reported enemy positions.



Team Data Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 2181 2122 1945

Average 109.50 106.10 97.25

Maximum 126 119 112

Minimum 91 90 80

Orange Total Kills 1733 1956 1772

Average 86.65 97.80 88.60

Maximum 101 110 106

Minimum 70 89 72

Table 5.3 Aggregated statistical data from tournaments 7-9.

On the  Maze,  the  Orange team's  performance  has  increased  slightly relative  to  the
control tournament, while the Blue team's performance has decreased slightly. However,
it is still not enough to rebalance the teams. On the other maps, both teams' performance
has decreased.

The most probable cause for this  is  that the Orange team starts  avoiding a reported
enemy position as soon as the first Blue unit is detected along a path. However, these
updates happen more frequently than death-related updates, causing the potential cost of
a node to increase more rapidly and thus cause the Orange team to go further out of
their way.
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Graph 5.3.3: The results of a tournament on the Hybrid. The Orange team is set to take 
reported enemy positions into account.



5.4 A* vs A* and Exposure

Graphs 5.4.1 – 5.4.3 show the results of tournaments when the Orange team takes the
exposure of a node into account. Table 5.4 displays the aggregated statistical data from
the three tournaments.
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Graph 5.4.2: The results of a tournament on the Field when the Orange team sticks 
close to obstacles.



Team Data Type Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 2103 2108 1988

Average 105.15 105.40 99.40

Maximum 121 113 114

Minimum 95 88 82

Orange Total Kills 1744 1675 1892

Average 87.20 83.75 94.60

Maximum 106 101 109

Minimum 66 68 81

Table 5.4 Aggregated statistical data from tournaments 10-12.

The  use  of  the  exposure  calculations  makes  little  difference  on  the  Maze,  as  the
corridors are generally quite narrow. On the Field, both teams have had a considerable
drop in performance, as the least exposed positions tend to be around the edges of the
map, which the Blue team would never visit. Similarly, on the Hybrid the Orange team
tends to find paths that hug obstacles rather than the most direct route, in particular
around the sides of the map.
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Graph 5.4.3: The results of a tournament on the Hybrid when the Orange team choose 
less exposed positions while finding a path.



5.5 A* vs A*, Reported Deaths and Exposure

Graphs 5.5.1 to 5.5.3 show the results of each individual match, while Table 5.5 shows
additional data.
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Graph 5.5.2: The Orange team avoids exposed positions as well as their death positions
on the Field.



Team Data Type Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 2088 2079 1914

Average 104.40 103.95 95.70

Maximum 113 116 107

Minimum 94 86 78

Orange Total Kills 1746 1631 1873

Average 87.30 81.55 93.65

Maximum 110 96 116

Minimum 76 65 76

Table 5.5: The statistical data from tournaments 13-15

The Orange team has slightly improved their performance on the Maze relative to the
control tournament, and their performance on the other maps has decreased relative to
the controls. However, the teams' performance relative to tournaments 10-12 appears to
be similar.  This is  most  likely to  be due to  the exposure cost  outweighing the cost
associated with allied deaths,  combined with the exposure cost leading to the teams
meeting less frequently.
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5.6 A* vs A*, Reported Enemies and Exposure

Graphs 5.6.1 to 5.6.3 show the results of individual matches, while Table 5.6 shows
additional data.
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Graph 5.6.2: On the Field, the Orange team tries to avoid reported enemies or exposed 
areas.



Team Statistic Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 1992 1863 1641

Average 99.60 93.15 82.05

Maximum 115 107 93

Minimum 90 80 64

Orange Total Kills 1711 1493 1546

Average 85.55 74.65 77.30

Maximum 104 80 99

Minimum 74 63 60

Table 5.6: Aggregated statistical data for tournaments 16-18

Relative  to  the  control  tournaments,  the  Orange  team's  score  shows  a  slight
improvement  on the Maze, and a  decrease on the other  maps,  while  the Blue team
shows  a  large  decrease  relative  to  the  control  tournaments  on  all  three  maps.  In
comparison with the previous tournaments that took exposure into account (10-15), both
teams' performance has decreased. 

As with tournaments 10-15, the exposure costs are part of the cause, as the less exposed
routes  tend to  longer  and result  in  the  teams meeting  less  frequently;  however,  the
exposure cost of a node is a fixed cost, and the reported enemies is not. As a result of
using reported enemies as well, the Orange team tends to avoid areas where an enemy
has been detected, which usually tend to be around the destinations or choke points.
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5.7 A* vs A*, Reported Enemies and Deaths

Graphs 5.7.1 – 5.7.3 show the results of three tournaments when the Orange team tries
to avoid reported enemies and the positions of previous deaths, while Table 5.7.1 holds
the aggregated statistical data.
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Team Data Type Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 2097 2078 1852

Average 104.85 103.90 92.60

Maximum 117 117 105

Minimum 79 89 83

Orange Total Kills 1720 1834 1742

Average 86.00 91.70 87.10

Maximum 99 107 102

Minimum 74 75 75

Table 5.7 Further statistical data from tournaments 19-21.

Both teams have undergone a drop in performance relative to the control tournaments,
with the exception of the Orange team on the Maze. When compared to the tournaments
where the Orange team avoided their death positions (4-6), both teams have undergone
a drop in performance; however, their scores are similar to those in which the Orange
team avoided reported enemies (7-9).

This suggests that the number of reported enemies at a potential node dominates the
number of allied deaths at  that node during a match,  with a detrimental affect on a
team's performance.
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Graph 5.7.3: The results of a tournament when the Orange team avoids reported 
enemies and allied deaths.



5.8 A* vs Full House

In this case, “Full House” refers to the orange team using the full range of potential
costs, each of which uses a weighting factor of 1. The results are shown in Graphs 5.8.1
to 5.8.3, while Table 5.8 shows further data.
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Team Data Type Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Total Kills 1999 1876 1581

Average 99.95 93.80 79.05

Maximum 122 114 97

Minimum 80 82 66

Orange Total Kills 1558 1453 1509

Average 77.90 72.65 75.45

Maximum 87 84 90

Minimum 69 59 59

Table 5.8 Further statistical data from the final tournaments (22-24)

Compared with the control tournaments, both teams' performance dropped considerably.
Part  of this  is  again due to the exposure costs  lowering the frequency of the teams
meeting, particularly on the Field. However, when compared to tournaments 10-12, in
which the Orange team used only the exposure costs  in  addition to regular  A*, the
Orange team's performance is considerably lower.

Compared with tournaments 16-18, in which the Orange team used the exposure and
reported enemies costs, the Blue team's overall performance is almost unchanged on the
Maze, while the Orange team has undergone a further drop. On the Field,  the Blue
team's average score has increased very slightly,  while  the Orange team's score has
dropped  slightly,  largely  due  to  the  exposure  costs.  On  the  Hybrid,  each  team's
performance is close to that of tournament 18, suggesting that the exposure and reported
enemy costs hinders a team's performance.

A comparison with tournaments 13-15, in which the Orange team used exposure and
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allied deaths,  reveals  that  both teams had lowered performance when using the full
range  of  factors.  Once  again,  this  is  likely  because  the  cost  of  reported  enemies
dominates the cost of allied deaths at a potential node.

5.9 Overall Results and Levels of Significance

The overall results of the tournaments across each map are summarised in Table 5.9.1
below. Table 5.9.2 lists the significance or certainty of the results when compared to the
control matches.

Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Orange Blue Orange Blue Orange

Total Avg Total Avg Total Avg Total Avg Total Avg Total Avg

Control 2396 119.8 1675 83.75 2211 110.55 2142 107.10 2556 127.80 2546 127.30

Std  +
Deaths

2293 114.65 1831 91.55 2228 111.40 2212 110.60 2576 128.80 2618 130.90

Std  +
Enemies

2181 109.50 1733 86.65 2122 106.10 1956 97.80 1945 97.25 1772 88.60

Std  +
Exposure

2013 105.15 1744 87.20 2108 105.40 1675 83.75 1988 99.40 1892 94.60

Std,  Exp.  +
Deaths

2088 104.40 1746 87.30 2079 103.95 1631 81.55 1914 95.70 1873 93.65

Std,  Exp.  +
Enemies

1992 99.60 1711 85.55 1863 93.15 1493 74.65 1641 82.05 1546 77.30

Std,  Deaths
+ Enemies

2097 104.85 1720 86.00 2078 103.90 1834 91.70 1852 92.60 1742 87.10

Full House 1999 99.95 1558 77.90 1876 93.80 1453 72.65 1581 79.05 1509 75.45

Table 5.9.1 The total scores per tournament and the average score per match for each
team, across all tournaments.

Maze Field Hybrid

Blue Orange Blue Orange Blue Orange

Std vs Deaths 28.45 4.54 7.00 0.08 24.08 66.77

Std vs Enemies 15.74 8.16 1.29 0.25 4.81 4.81

Std vs Exposure 4.30 73.91 21.02 2.28 19.06 64.61

Std  vs  Exp  +
Deaths

1.42 17.31 4.95 24.99 3.21 66.82

Std  vs  Exp  +
Enemies

17.65 11.01 10.80 1.06 47.25 74.90

Std vs Deaths +
Enemies

21.14 1.36 8.86 32.84 37.81 51.38

Full House 59.81 0.14 10.83 11.91 29.60 33.66

Table 5.9.2: The levels of  significance,  representing the probability of  the results  in
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Table 5.9.1 not being due to random fluctuations. A 95% probability was chosen as the
level of certainty required.

An example of the chi-squared test used for Table 5.9.2 is shown below, using the Blue
team's performance on the Maze on the control tournament and when the Orange team
tried to avoid previous death positions (tournaments 1 and 4, respectively). The null
hypothesis  is  that  the  Blue team's  performance is  likely to  be  the result  of  random
fluctuations, i.e. there is no connection between the Blue team's performance and the
weighting factors used by the Orange team, while the alternative hypothesis is that there
is a connection.

Figure  5.9.1  (left)  shows  the  individual
results for the Blue team on tournaments 1
and 4.

Let firstColFraction be the fraction of the
total  of  Standard,  with  respect  to  the
grand total, i.e. 2396 / 4689 → 0.511.

Let  secondColFraction be the fraction of
the  total  of  Standard  +  Deaths with
respect to the grand total, i.e. 2293 / 4689
→ 0.489.

The degrees of freedom for a chi-squared
test,  here  defined  as  DF,  is  (number  of
rows – 1) * (number of columns – 1), i.e.
(20  –  1)  *  (2  –  1)  →  19  degrees  of
freedom.

The expected  values  for  each value  in  a
column are calculated by multiplying the
total  of  the  row  by  the  corresponding
column fraction, e.g. for the first match in
Standard,  this  is  matchValue  *

firstColFraction → 120 * 0.511 → 124.17, while for the first match in  Standard +
Deaths, this is matchValue * secondColFraction → 123 * 0.489 → 118.83, and so on.
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Standard Standard + Deaths Total
120 123 243
120 116 236
134 104 238
107 92 199
126 116 242
113 119 232
117 101 218
108 129 237
112 122 234
130 103 233
131 126 257
123 119 242
114 124 238
114 112 226
138 116 254
112 114 226
114 126 240
127 108 235
112 110 222
124 113 237

2396 2293 4689



Figure 5.9.2 shows the expected values for each match in columns E(x,1) and E(x,2).
The 3rd and 4th columns are the results of the next stage, which is calculate the square of
the difference between the expected and the observed results, and then to divide by the
expected result. For instance, the first result in the third column is  (124.17 – 120)  2   /
124.17 → 0.14, and so on.

Following on from this, the values of the third and fourth columns are summed up to
produce the critical value for the chi-squared distribution, with a value of 15.11 for this
example.  When entered into a  chi-square calculator with the value of  DF (19),  this
returns a probability of 0.7155 that the results are due to chance. 

Therefore,  there  is  a  28.45%  probability  that  the  difference  in  the  Blue  team's
performance is not a random occurrence and due to the Orange team taking previous
deaths into account. When a 95% probability is taken as the standard for rejecting the
null hypothesis, the null hypothesis cannot be rejected.
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E(x,1) E(x,2) Sq Diff(x,1) / E(x,1) Sq Diff(x,2) / E(x,2)
124.17 118.83 0.14 0.15
120.59 115.41 0.00 0.00
121.61 116.39 1.26 1.32
101.69 97.31 0.28 0.29
123.66 118.34 0.04 0.05
118.55 113.45 0.26 0.27
111.39 106.61 0.28 0.29
121.10 115.90 1.42 1.48
119.57 114.43 0.48 0.50
119.06 113.94 1.01 1.05
131.32 125.68 0.00 0.00
123.66 118.34 0.00 0.00
121.61 116.39 0.48 0.50
115.48 110.52 0.02 0.02
129.79 124.21 0.52 0.54
115.48 110.52 0.11 0.11
122.64 117.36 0.61 0.64
120.08 114.92 0.40 0.42
113.44 108.56 0.02 0.02
121.10 115.90 0.07 0.07



6. Discussion of Results

The most immediate observation from these results is the clear bias in favour of the
Blue team on the Maze, in particular during the control tournament when both teams
used regular A* to plot paths. The Blue team starts from the “southern” or bottom edge
of the map, at the bottom of Figure 4.1.2, and upon leaving their start appear to have
more options for paths than the Orange team. This suggests that the layout of the Maze
level is biased towards one side.

On the control tournament, the Field is slightly biased in favour of the Blue team, which
could once again be the result of an unintended bias in the geometry of the level. By
contrast, the results of the control tournament on the Hybrid are very balanced – the
average scores differ by half a point, each team having earned over 2500 points. 

The null hypothesis for each team was that there was no significant difference between
their performance on the control tournaments and their performance when the Orange
team used additional factors. A chi-squared test of each team's performance relative to
their  control  tournament  failed  to  reject  the  null  hypothesis  with  95%  certainty,
suggesting that these results are not statistically significant enough to disprove the null
hypothesis. However, some of the results are significant enough to provide tentative
evidence.

The results which are most significant when compared to the controls are when the
Orange team takes  exposure and reported enemies into account  on the Hybrid.  The
results for the Blue team were calculated to have a 47.25% chance of not being due to
random fluctuations, while the Orange results yielded a 74.89% probability. Both teams
did considerably worse than the control tournaments, most likely because the exposure
calculations resulted in the Orange units crossing parts of the map where the Blue team
would be unlikely to pass. 

However, using reported enemies alone led to a decrease in the Orange team's score,
albeit with very low levels of significance. The most likely reason for this is that an
enemy position is reported as soon as a line-of-sight is established, but while a unit is
under fire, they will attempt to leave the area, either by finding a place to hide or by
moving from side-to-side at random. Following on from this, detecting an enemy does
not necessarily lead to the enemy unit being killed, and so the reported enemy position
is not necessarily accurate for future calculations. Furthermore, the number of reported
enemies always increases, which may throw it further out.

Taking allied deaths into account did lead to the Orange team improving their score
across  all  three  maps.  On  the  Field  and  Maze,  these  results  have  a  low  level  of
significance, and on neither map did their score exceed that of the Blue team. On the
Hybrid,  the  Orange  team's  score  does  exceed  the  Blue  team's  score,  and  has  a
significance of 66.67%. This is not enough to be certain that taking deaths into account
improved their performance, but it is tentative evidence for this particular map.

In general, the performance of both teams is most significant on the Hybrid, meaning
their results are less likely to have been caused by chance, and least significant on the
Field. This is most likely to be an effect of the geometry of the levels, as the Field has
the largest  walkable area,  which is  particularly important when agents are  attacking
another agent or are under attack and have not yet found a piece of cover: under both
circumstances, they have more room for the random movements that potentially throw
off an enemy's aim. However, this does lead to a greater chance of the agents flying
across the map as a result of the collision glitch between friendly agents.
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7. Conclusions and Future Work

The  hypothesis  that  accounting  for  additional  factors  while  choosing  a  path  will
improve the effectiveness of AI units could not be proved. However, it appears that the
implementation was flawed, in part due to the use of randomly-assigned destinations
and in part due to the geometry of the levels. Correcting these could make the results
more significant.

Even if the results are not significant enough to prove the hypothesis, there are still
potential lines of research for further work. These could include using non-linear costs,
such  as  taking  the  square  root  of  a  calculation  instead  of  simply  multiplying  the
calculation by an integer. Another variation on this is to simply change the weighting
factors,  e.g.  using  a  weighting  factor  of  5  for  deaths  instead  of  merely  alternating
between 1 and 0.

Another potential line is to use hierarchical path-finding, or two levels of path-finding.
The higher level algorithm would find the broad path from start to finish through a list
of  intermediate  destinations,  while  the  lower-level  algorithm  would  focus  on  finer
details, such as inside a room. This bears some similarity to the approach used by John
et al [7], and could allow an entire corridor with a high level of reported enemies or
deaths to  be avoided altogether,  rather than individual  nodes.  Meanwhile,  additional
factors such as exposure could be taken into account at the lower level. This approach
would  probably  be  most  useful  in  a  maze-like  environment,  with  clearly-separated
corridors.
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A.1 CreateNavMesh.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Xml.Serialization;
using System.IO;
using System;
using System.Linq;

// taken from unitygems.com/astar-1-journey-start-single-step/
// and adapted so that navigations scripts are generally independent of the mesh

// The script is attached to a cube drawn over the scene

public class CreateNavMesh : MonoBehaviour {

Bounds bounds;
Vector3 topLeftCorner, topRightCorner, bottomLeftCorner, bottomRightCorner;
int width, height;

// the XMLArray was intended for storing and loading the array, but this wasn't used
[XmlArray("List of Nodes")]
public GridCell[,] cells;
public float cellSize = 1f;

int walkableLayer, orangeLayer, blueLayer, unwalkableLayer; // layers help sort collisions
List<GridCell> unwalkableNodes = new List<GridCell>(); // the cells on which agents

   cannot walk
public Dictionary<Vector3, List<Vector3> > coverNodes =

new Dictionary<Vector3, List<Vector3> >();

// scan for a mesh
public void Scan () 
{

// the pathfinding code needs the multithreading package, so this just checks that it's in use
if (Loom.Current == null)
{

Loom.Initialize();
}

walkableLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Walkable");
blueLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue");
orangeLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Orange");

// if the navmesh already exists, don't bother scanning for it
if (cells != null && Application.isPlaying)

return;

// get the bounds of the model and make a grid from it
bounds = gameObject.collider.bounds;
topLeftCorner = bounds.center - bounds.extents + new Vector3(0, bounds.size.y, 0);

// Debug.Log("Top left corner of mesh is " + topLeftCorner);

// calculate the width and height of the mesh
width = Mathf.RoundToInt(bounds.size.x / cellSize);
height = Mathf.RoundToInt(bounds.size.z / cellSize);

// Debug.Log("Mesh height is " + height + "; width is " + width);
cells = new GridCell[width, height];
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// scan for walkable terrain in each cell
for (int x = 0; x < width; x++)
{

for(int y = 0; y < height; y++)
        {
            //Get the position for a ray
            Vector3 currentPosition = topLeftCorner + new Vector3(x * cellSize, 0, y * cellSize);
            RaycastHit hit;
            //Create a cell for the grid
            GridCell cell = new GridCell();

// each node is a cube, so its position shall be in the centre of the x-z plane
currentPosition.x += cellSize / 2;
currentPosition.z += cellSize / 2;
cell.position = currentPosition;

cells[x,y] = cell;

            //Cast a ray downwards to check for obstacles at each node
if(Physics.Raycast(currentPosition, -Vector3.up, out hit, bounds.size.y))

            {
// Debug.Log("Object at " + hit.point + " is in layer " 
// + LayerMask.LayerToName(hit.collider.gameObject.layer) );

                //The height of the highest item in the cell
cell.position.y = hit.point.y;

                cell.height = bounds.extents.y - hit.point.y;

                // Test if the thing we hit was walkable - which either means it's in the walkable layer,
// or has a collider that's marked as isTrigger, or it's one of the team's bases

                if(hit.collider.isTrigger == true || hit.collider.gameObject.layer == walkableLayer
|| hit.collider.gameObject.layer == blueLayer
|| hit.collider.gameObject.layer == orangeLayer )

{
                    //Flag the cell as walkable
                   cell.walkable = true;
                }

else 
unwalkableNodes.Add (cell);

            }
        }
}

postProcessing(); // process the grid
}

// post-processing
public void postProcessing()
{

RaycastHit hit;
foreach (GridCell node in cells)
{

// set the immediate neighbours of the current node
node.neighbours = getNeighbours(node, cellSize);

}

// loop through the nodes and find how exposed each node is
foreach (GridCell cell in cells)
{

cell.exposureList = new Dictionary<Vector3, float>();
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foreach(GridCell neighbour in cell.neighbours)
{

if (cell.walkable == false)
continue;

Vector3 direction = cell.position - neighbour.position;
if (Physics.Raycast(cell.position, direction, out hit, 20f) )
{

// get the distance between the two positions
// if it's more than 1, it counts as exposed
float distance = Vector3.Distance(hit.point, cell.position);
if (distance > 1)
{

// Debug.Log("The node at " + cell.position + " is exposed for " + 
distance + 
// " metres in the direction of " + direction); 

cell.exposureList.Add(direction, distance);
}

}
}

}
// Debug.Log("The exposure at each node has been calculated");

// get the neighbours of each unwalkable cell so that the covering directions can be calculated
for (int i = 0; i < unwalkableNodes.Count; i++)
{

GridCell cell = unwalkableNodes[i];
List<GridCell> neighbours = cell.neighbours;

foreach(GridCell node in neighbours)
{

// if (node.walkable == true)
// {
// // move them away from the edges?   not used
// Vector3 awayFrom = node.position - cell.position;
// awayFrom.Normalize();
// awayFrom.y = 0;
// node.position += (awayFrom / 2);
// }

if (node.walkable == true && coverNodes.ContainsKey(node.position) == false
)

{
// Debug.Log("Adding the discount!");
// node.tacticalDiscount = 0.05f;

// creates a lookup table so that agents can find cover cover
List<Vector3> angles = new List<Vector3>();
foreach(GridCell coverNode in node.neighbours)
{

if (coverNode.walkable == false)
{
// cast a ray towards the neighbour
Vector3 neighbourPos = coverNode.position;
Vector3 direction = neighbourPos - node.position;
// perhaps normalising the vector would be useful...

// direction.Normalize();
angles.Add(direction);
}

}
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coverNodes.Add(node.position, angles);
}

}
}

// Debug.Log("The list of possible cover has been generated");

// check how many nodes are walkable
getWalkableCellCount();

// Debug.Log("Finished building the mesh");
}

// save the navigation mesh - incomplete and not used
public void saveMesh()
{

if (cells == null)
{

Debug.Log("There's no mesh to save to disk!");
return;

}

string localName = Application.dataPath + "\\NavMesh Data";
string fileName = localName +"\\" + Application.loadedLevelName + " Navmesh.xml";
XmlSerializer serial = new XmlSerializer(typeof(GridCell[,]) );
FileStream stream = new FileStream(fileName, FileMode.Create);

// loop through the array of nodes and serialise each node
foreach (GridCell node in cells)
{

serial.Serialize(stream, node);
}

Debug.Log("The mesh has been saved as " + fileName);
}

// load the mesh from the disk - incomplete and not used
public GridCell[,] loadMesh()
{

string localName = Application.dataPath + "\\NavMesh Data";
string fileName = localName +"\\" + Application.loadedLevelName + " Navmesh.xml";

GridCell[,] array = new GridCell[width, height];

Debug.Log("Mesh loaded from disk");
return array;

}

// return the navmesh to an external script
public GridCell[,] getNavMesh()
{

return cells;
}

// converts a world position to a GridCell
public GridCell getCellFromWorld(Vector3 position)
{

GridCell cell = null;

// if the position is outside the bounds of the mesh, don't bother
if (bounds.Contains(position) == false)
{
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// Debug.Log("The position " + position + " is not in this mesh");
return null;

}

position -= topLeftCorner;
float x = position.x;
float z = position.z;

// account for the cell size
x /= cellSize;
z /= cellSize;

// Debug.Log(cells[ (int) x, (int) z] );
try
{

cell = cells[ (int) x, (int) z];
}
catch
{

IndexOutOfRangeException exception = new IndexOutOfRangeException();
Debug.Log(exception.Message);

}
return cell;

}

// converts a GridCell's position to a world position
// probably not needed, as each GridCell has a position variable
public Vector3 getWorldPosition(GridCell cell)
{

Vector3 location = new Vector3(cell.position.x * cellSize, cell.height,
cell.position.z * cellSize);

return location + topLeftCorner;
}

// get the current neighbours of the node
// if the list doesn't exist, it is generated as needed
// if the distance equals the cell size, return the immediate list of neighbours
public List<GridCell> getNeighbours(GridCell thisNode, float distance)
{

List<GridCell> theList = new List<GridCell>();

// if the node has a list of neighbours, use that
if (distance == cellSize && thisNode.neighbours != null)
{

theList = thisNode.neighbours;
}
else
{

float nodeX = thisNode.position.x;
float nodeZ = thisNode.position.z;

for (float x = nodeX - distance; x <= nodeX + distance; x += cellSize)
{

for (float z = nodeZ - distance; z <= nodeZ + distance; z += cellSize)
{

// Debug.Log(x + ", " + z);
Vector3 temp = new Vector3(x, 0, z);

// don't bother if the position is outside the navmesh cube
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// Debug.Log(bounds.Contains (temp) );
if (bounds.Contains(temp) == false)

continue;

else
{

if (getCellFromWorld(temp) != null)
{
GridCell neighbour = getCellFromWorld(temp);

// GridCell neighbour = cells[(int ) x, (int) z]; 

if (neighbour!= thisNode)
theList.Add(neighbour);

}
}

}
}

}
return theList;

}

// draws the navmesh in the scene view
// only if the cube is actually selected.
void OnDrawGizmosSelected()
{

if(cells == null || width == 0 || height == 0)
return;

for(var x = 0; x < width; x++)
{

for(var y = 0; y < height; y++)
{

var cell = cells[x,y];
Gizmos.color = cell.walkable ? Color.green : Color.red;
var drawPosition = cell.position;

// drawPosition.y = cell.height;
Gizmos.DrawCube(drawPosition, 

Vector3.one * cellSize * 0.7f);
}

}
}

// debugging to check the amount of walkable cells
void getWalkableCellCount()
{

int walkableCellCount = 0;
int totalCells = 0;
foreach (GridCell cell in cells)
{

totalCells++;
if (cell.walkable == true )
{

walkableCellCount++;
}

}
Debug.Log(walkableCellCount + " walkable cells out of " + totalCells);

}
}
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A.2 EnemyManager.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System.Linq;

// this is attached to a cube and handles the squads - their destinations, positions and so on

public class EnemyManager : MonoBehaviour {

public Transform observer; // this is the camera
public Transform enemyBase, target1, target2, target3, target4; // destinations
public GameObject soldierTemplate; // a template for the soldiers
GameObject soldier1, soldier2, soldier3, soldier4, soldier5; // the squad

// keep a list of targets and agents;
List<Transform> targetList;
List<GameObject> roster;

public int squadCount;

int baseLayer;
int enemyLayer;

// Use this for initialization
void Start () {

baseLayer = gameObject.layer;

if (baseLayer == LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue") )
enemyLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Orange");

else
enemyLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue");

// Debug.Log(gameObject.name + " is in layer " + LayerMask.LayerToName(baseLayer) + 
// ". The enemy base is in " + LayerMask.LayerToName(enemyLayer) );

// create the target list
targetList = new List<Transform>();
setTargets();

// there are a maximum of 5 soldiers per squad
roster = new List<GameObject>(squadCount);

// if the units are not being set up via a GUI, uncomment this
// for (int i = 0; i < squadCount; i++)
// {
// spawnUnit(i);
// }

}

// what happens if something enters the base area
void OnTriggerEnter(Collider collidee)
{

int objectLayer = collidee.gameObject.layer;

if (objectLayer == enemyLayer)
{

observer.SendMessage("incrementStatistics", objectLayer + 
" hasCapturedEnemyBase");
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collidee.SendMessage("setState", "inPosition");
// Debug.Log("The base " + gameObject.name + " has been captured");

}
if (objectLayer == baseLayer)
{

// collidee.SendMessage("setState", "isAtBase");
// Debug.Log(collidee.name + " has returned to base");

collidee.SendMessage("replenishHealth");
collidee.BroadcastMessage("replenishAmmo", 5);

}
}

// if an allied unit stays in the area, replenish their health
void OnTriggerStay(Collider collidee)
{

if (collidee.gameObject.layer == baseLayer)
{

collidee.SendMessage("replenishHealth");
}

}

// create the list of targets
void setTargets()
{

targetList.Add(target1);
targetList.Add(target2);
targetList.Add(target3);
targetList.Add(target4);
targetList.Add(enemyBase);

}

// give the agents new destinations
// was originally intended to make agents not follow each other, but this was not implemented
void coordinatePaths(SoldierStates states)
{

// Debug.Log(states + " is in state " + states.currentState + " and needs a new destination");
Vector3 oldTarget = states.destination;
Transform newTarget;

// get a subset of the targets that isn't the old one
var filteredList = targetList.Where(d => d.position != oldTarget).ToList();
newTarget = filteredList.ElementAt(Random.Range(0, filteredList.Count) );
states.setTarget(newTarget.position);

}

// create the units and give them their weighting factors using the GUI
void setTeamFactors(int[] factors)
{

for (int i = 0; i < squadCount; i++)
{

spawnUnit(i);
roster[i].SendMessage("setWeightingFactors", factors);

}

// reference the units
soldier1 = roster[0];
soldier2 = roster[1];
soldier3 = roster[2];
soldier4 = roster[3];
soldier5 = roster[4];
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// give them individual targets at start
soldier1.SendMessage("setTarget", enemyBase.position);
soldier2.SendMessage("setTarget", target1.position);
soldier3.SendMessage("setTarget", target2.position);
soldier4.SendMessage("setTarget", target3.position);
soldier5.SendMessage("setTarget", target4.position);

}

// spawn the units at startup
// four out of five spawn at the corners, the fifth in the centre
void spawnUnit(int i)
{

Vector3 newPosition = transform.position;
newPosition.y += 1;
Bounds baseBounds = collider.bounds;
if (i == 0)
{

newPosition.x += baseBounds.extents.x;
newPosition.z += baseBounds.extents.z;

}
if (i == 1)
{

newPosition.x -= baseBounds.extents.x;
newPosition.z += baseBounds.extents.z;

}
if (i == 2)
{

newPosition.x -= baseBounds.extents.x;
newPosition.z -= baseBounds.extents.z;

}
if (i == 3)
{

newPosition.x += baseBounds.extents.x;
newPosition.z -= baseBounds.extents.z;

}

roster.Add( (GameObject) Instantiate(soldierTemplate, newPosition, transform.rotation) );
string unitName = LayerMask.LayerToName(baseLayer) + " Soldier " + (i + 1);
roster[i].name = unitName;

}

// respawn the agents if they are dead
// they are not destroyed, they just move back to base
// update the stats file as well
void respawn(SoldierStates states)
{

// Debug.Log("Respawning " + states);
Vector3 newPosition = transform.position;
newPosition += new Vector3(Random.Range(-2, 2), 1.5f, Random.Range(-2, 2) );

observer.SendMessage("incrementStatistics", LayerMask.LayerToName(baseLayer) + " 
killed" );

states.setState("isAtBase");

states.transform.position = newPosition;
Transform target = targetList[Random.Range(0, targetList.Count)];
states.setTarget(target.position);

}
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}
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A.3 FireAI.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

// this operates an AI-controlled gun

public class FireAI : MonoBehaviour {

public int magazineSize = 30; // how many rounds should a magazine hold
public int magazineCount;
public int totalMags = 5; // the maximum amount of magazines
int roundsLeft; // how many are left in the magazine

public GameObject bullet;
public Transform muzzle, soldier; // muzzle is where the bullets are spawned

SoldierStates statesList;

bool canFire = true;

public float fireDelay = 0.4f; // the rate of fire
public float reloadDelay = 1f; // how long does it take to load
public float spread = 0.01f; // this adjusts the hitscan vector so it is not 100% accurate
public float maxRange = 25f; // how far the bullet can go
public int bulletDamage = 10; // how much damage it does

Vector3 aimDirection;
RaycastHit hit;

BulletPool pool; // a pool of bullets; not used

// Use this for initialization
void Start () {

statesList = (SoldierStates) soldier.GetComponent("SoldierStates");
// soldier = transform.parent.parent;
// pool = (BulletPool) GameObject.Find("Bullet Pool").GetComponent("BulletPool");
// Debug.Log("The pool of bullets is " + pool);
// Debug.Log(soldier);

magazineCount = totalMags;
roundsLeft = magazineSize;

}

// get more ammo
void replenishAmmo(int magazineNumber)
{

magazineCount = magazineNumber;
}

// start firing
public void startFiring()
{

if (magazineCount > 0 && canFire == false)
canFire = true;

StartCoroutine( fireGun() );
}

// stop firing;
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public void stopFiring()
{

// CancelInvoke("fire");
canFire = false;
StopCoroutine("fireGun");

}

// create a new bullet, and decrease the rounds left in the magazine
// this was the old version, using InvokeRepeating. It is retained for completion
void fire()
{

// if able to fire
if (canFire == true)
{

// Debug.Log(soldier + " is firing!");

// cast a ray forwards from the muzzle
aimDirection = muzzle.forward;
aimDirection.x += Random.Range (-spread, spread);

// Debug.DrawRay(muzzle.position, aimDirection, Color.red);
if (Physics.Raycast(muzzle.position, aimDirection, out hit, maxRange) )
{

hit.transform.SendMessage("damage", bulletDamage, 
SendMessageOptions.DontRequireReceiver);

hit.transform.SendMessage("setAttackDirection", hit.transform.position -
muzzle.position, SendMessageOptions.DontRequireReceiver);

}

roundsLeft--;
if (roundsLeft == 0)
{

canFire = false;
Invoke ("reload", reloadDelay);

}
}

}

// use a coroutine to fire. This is the current version
IEnumerator fireGun()
{

while(canFire)
{

// add in bullet spread
aimDirection = muzzle.forward;
aimDirection.x += Random.Range (-spread, spread);

// Debug.DrawRay(muzzle.position, aimDirection, Color.red);

// if the ray hits something within the maximum range, damage it
if (Physics.Raycast(muzzle.position, aimDirection, out hit, maxRange) )
{

hit.transform.SendMessage("damage", bulletDamage, 
SendMessageOptions.DontRequireReceiver);

hit.transform.SendMessage("setAttackDirection", (muzzle.position -
hit.transform.position).normalized,
SendMessageOptions.DontRequireReceiver);

}

// wait until the firing delay has passed before continuing
yield return new WaitForSeconds(fireDelay);
roundsLeft--;
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// reload with a time delay
if (roundsLeft == 0)
{

// Debug.Log(soldier + " is reloading");
yield return new WaitForSeconds(reloadDelay);
magazineCount--;

// Debug.Log(soldier + " has " + magazineCount + " magazines left");
if (magazineCount < 1)
{

statesList.setState("lowOnAmmo");
canFire = false;

}
}

}
}

// decrease the magazine count
// this was called inside the fire() function, before moving to a coroutine
void reload()
{

if (magazineCount > 1)
magazineCount--;

else
{

statesList.SendMessage("setState", "lowOnAmmo");
stopFiring();

// Debug.Log("Low on ammo!");
}

// Debug.Log(soldier + " has reloaded. Mag count is now " + magazineCount);
canFire = true;

}

}
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A.4 GridCell.cs

// taken and adapted from unitygems.com/astar-1-journey-start-single-step/

using UnityEngine;
using System;
using System.Collections.Generic;

public class GridCell {

public Vector3 position;

public bool walkable;
public float height; // the height is its y-coordinate, although this is not used 

  for anything

public int moveCost = 1; // the default movement cost per node
public List<GridCell> neighbours; // this is the list of immediate neighbours

public float tacticalDiscount = 0.0f; // was used to make nodes less expensive if beside 
obstacle - no longer used

// keep track of the deaths around this node
public int blueDeaths = 0;
public int orangeDeaths = 0;

// these indicate how many agents have been reported around this node
public int nearbyBlueAgents = 0;
public int nearbyOrangeAgents = 0;

// store the exposure directions and distances
public Dictionary<Vector3, float> exposureList;

}
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A.5 GUIControls.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

// attached to the camera to set up a match, using the default GUI in Unity

public class GUIControls : MonoBehaviour {

// the weighting factors for the orange team
int orangeExposure, orangeDeaths, orangeEnemies, orangeDistance, orangeTravelled;
int runningTime = 1;
string exposureString = "0", deathsString = "0", enemyString = "0",

distanceString = "0", travelledString = "0";
string timeString = "10";
public GameObject navMesh, orangeBase, blueBase;

bool navMeshSet = false, orangeBaseSet = false, blueBaseSet = false;
int screenLeft;

int[] orangeFactors, blueFactors;

GUIStyle myStyle;
Statistics stats;

// Use this for initialization
void Start () {

screenLeft = Screen.width/2 - 200;
stats = (Statistics) transform.GetComponent("Statistics");

}

void OnGUI()
{

// the standard colour is hard to read against the scenery - so it's been changed
GUI.contentColor = Color.white;
GUI.skin.box.wordWrap = true;
GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft, 20, 400, 130), "To set up the match, build the navigation 

mesh and then use the " +
"boxes below to set the factors for the orange team. The blue team will only use the

 travelled " +
"and distance factors, both with a fixed value of 1.\n"
+ "The travelled and distance factors for the orange team must be at least 1, and the

running time at least 1 minute. "
+ "At the end of the match, the main menu will be automatically loaded.");

// use text fields to set the factors

if (GUI.Button (new Rect(screenLeft, 150, 400, 100),"Click to build the navigation mesh" ) )
{

navMesh.SendMessage("Scan");
navMeshSet = true;

}
GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft + 50, 250, 100, 50), "Exposure\nFactor");
exposureString = GUI.TextField(new Rect(screenLeft + 50, 300, 100, 50), 

exposureString, 2);

GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft + 150, 250, 100, 50), "Death\nFactor");
deathsString = GUI.TextField(new Rect(screenLeft + 150, 300, 100, 50), deathsString, 2);

GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft + 250, 250, 100, 50), "Enemy\nFactor");
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enemyString = GUI.TextField(new Rect(screenLeft + 250, 300, 100, 50), enemyString, 2);

GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft + 50, 350, 100, 50), "Distance\nFactor");
distanceString = GUI.TextField(new Rect(screenLeft + 50, 400, 100, 50), distanceString, 2);

GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft + 150, 350, 100, 50), "Travelled\nFactor");
travelledString = GUI.TextField(new Rect(screenLeft + 150, 400, 100, 50), 

travelledString,  2);

GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft + 250, 350, 100, 50), "Minutes to\nRun");
timeString = GUI.TextField(new Rect(screenLeft + 250, 400, 100, 50), timeString, 2);

int.TryParse(exposureString, out orangeExposure);
int.TryParse(deathsString, out orangeDeaths);
int.TryParse(enemyString, out orangeEnemies);
int.TryParse(distanceString, out orangeDistance);
int.TryParse(travelledString, out orangeTravelled);
int.TryParse(timeString, out runningTime);

// if the navmesh is set, and the running time is greater than 1 unit of time, start the match
if (GUI.Button (new Rect(screenLeft + 100, 450, 200, 100), "Begin!") 

&& navMeshSet == true
&& runningTime > 0 && orangeDistance > 0 && orangeTravelled > 0)

{
orangeFactors = new int[5];
orangeFactors[0] = orangeDistance;
orangeFactors[1] = orangeTravelled;
orangeFactors[2] = orangeDeaths;
orangeFactors[3] = orangeEnemies;
orangeFactors[4] = orangeExposure;
stats.createStatsFile(runningTime, orangeFactors);

orangeBase.SendMessage("setTeamFactors", orangeFactors);
orangeBaseSet = true;

blueFactors = new int[]{1, 1, 0, 0, 0};
blueBase.SendMessage("setTeamFactors", blueFactors);
blueBaseSet = true;

}

// if all the factors are set, remove the GUI script as unneeded
if (blueBaseSet == true && orangeBaseSet == true && navMeshSet == true)
{

this.enabled = false;
}

}
}
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A.6 HumanFieldOfView.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

// this is attached to an invisible cone that acts as a field of view

public class HumanFieldOfView : MonoBehaviour {

string objectLayer;
string teamLayer;
string enemyLayer;

public Transform threat;
Transform soldier;
Vector3 threatPosition;
bool hasLineOfSight;

Ray lineOfSightRay; // check to see if the object can be seen
RaycastHit hit;
public float sightDistance = 15f;

// these were intended for rotating the cone, allowing the agent to watch its sides
public float rotationLimit = 40f;
public float rotationAmount = 8f;
float yRotation, yStartRotation;

void Start()
{

sightDistance = 15f;
teamLayer = LayerMask.LayerToName( transform.parent.gameObject.layer );

if (teamLayer.Equals("Blue") )
enemyLayer = "Orange";

else
enemyLayer = "Blue";

soldier = transform.parent;

// InvokeRepeating("changeDirection", 0f, 5f);
}

// called once a frame
// void Update()
// {
// // rotate around the y-axis to sweep an area
// yRotation = transform.rotation.y;
//
// transform.Rotate(Vector3.up, rotationAmount * Time.deltaTime);
//
// }

// sweep in the other direction
void changeDirection()
{

rotationAmount *= -1;
}

// if an object enters the cone, check for line of sight and then check if it's an enemy unit
void OnTriggerEnter(Collider coll)
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{
// cast a line from the cone's position to the center of the collider
if (Physics.Linecast(transform.position, coll.bounds.center, out hit) )
{

GameObject hitObject = hit.collider.gameObject;
objectLayer = LayerMask.LayerToName(hitObject.layer);

// Debug.Log(transform.parent.name + " thinks " + hitObject.name + " is in layer " + 
objectLayer);

if (objectLayer == enemyLayer && !hit.collider.CompareTag("Base") )
{

// the object has been identified as the enemy...now what?
hasLineOfSight = true;
threat = hitObject.transform;
threatPosition = threat.position;
transform.parent.LookAt(threat);
soldier.SendMessage("updateAgents", threatPosition);
soldier.SendMessage("setState", "isFiring");
soldier.SendMessage("setThreat", threat);

Vector3 direction = threatPosition - transform.position;
direction.y = 0;
direction.Normalize();

// soldier.SendMessage("setAttackDirection", direction);

}
}

}

// check for line of sight while collider inside cone
void OnTriggerStay(Collider coll)
{

if (coll.gameObject.layer == LayerMask.NameToLayer(enemyLayer) 
&& !coll.CompareTag("Base") )

{
// Debug.DrawLine(transform.position, coll.transform.position, Color.green);

if (Physics.Linecast(transform.position, coll.bounds.center, out hit) )
{

GameObject hitObject = hit.collider.gameObject;
if (hitObject == coll.gameObject)
{

threat = hit.transform;
soldier.SendMessage("setThreat", threat);

}
}

}
}

// if an enemy exits the cone, go back to normal
void OnTriggerExit(Collider other)
{

if (other.transform == threat )
{

// Debug.Log("Can't see the target");
threat = null;
soldier.SendMessage("clearThreat");
Invoke("carryOn", 2f); // reset the agent's state

}
}
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void carryOn()
{

soldier.SendMessage("setState", "inPosition");
}

}
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A.7 Loom.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System;
using System.Threading;
using System.Linq;

public class Loom : MonoBehaviour
{

public static int maxThreads = 8;
static int numThreads;

private static Loom _current;
private int _count;
public static Loom Current
{

get
{

Initialize();
return _current;

}
}

void Awake()
{

_current = this;
initialized = true;

}

static bool initialized;

public static void Initialize()
{

if (!initialized)
{

if(!Application.isPlaying)
return;

initialized = true;
var g = new GameObject("Loom");
_current = g.AddComponent<Loom>();

}

}

private List<Action> _actions = new List<Action>();
public struct DelayedQueueItem
{

public float time;
public Action action;

}
private List<DelayedQueueItem> _delayed = new  List<DelayedQueueItem>();

List<DelayedQueueItem> _currentDelayed = new List<DelayedQueueItem>();

public static void QueueOnMainThread(Action action)
{

QueueOnMainThread( action, 0f);
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}
public static void QueueOnMainThread(Action action, float time)
{

if(time != 0)
{

lock(Current._delayed)
{

Current._delayed.Add(new DelayedQueueItem { time = Time.time + time, 
action = action});

}
}
else
{

lock (Current._actions)
{

Current._actions.Add(action);
}

}
}

public static Thread RunAsync(Action a)
{

Initialize();
while(numThreads >= maxThreads)
{

Thread.Sleep(1);
}
Interlocked.Increment(ref numThreads);
ThreadPool.QueueUserWorkItem(RunAction, a);
return null;

}

private static void RunAction(object action)
{

try
{

((Action)action)();
}
catch
{
}
finally
{

Interlocked.Decrement(ref numThreads);
}

}

// this is the only part I have changed
void OnDisable()
{

if (_current == this)
{

_current = null;
initialized = false; // if initialized, it cannot be reused on the next match

}
}
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// Use this for initialization
void Start()
{

}

List<Action> _currentActions = new List<Action>();

// Update is called once per frame
void Update()
{

lock (_actions)
{

_currentActions.Clear();
_currentActions.AddRange(_actions);
_actions.Clear();

}
foreach(var a in _currentActions)
{

a();
}
lock(_delayed)
{

_currentDelayed.Clear();
_currentDelayed.AddRange(_delayed.Where(d=>d.time <= Time.time));
foreach(var item in _currentDelayed)

_delayed.Remove(item);
}
foreach(var delayed in _currentDelayed)
{

delayed.action();
}

}

}
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A.8 MainMenu.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

// The main menu script creates a main menu to allow the user to create simulations
// uses the default GUI and is attached to the camera in the main menu

public class MainMenu : MonoBehaviour {

float screenLeft;

// Use this for initialization
void Start ()
{

screenLeft = Screen.width / 2 - 100;
}

void OnGUI()
{

GUI.skin.box.wordWrap = true;
GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft, 50, 200, 20), "Tactical Pathfinding Simulations");

if (GUI.Button(new Rect(screenLeft, 100, 200, 50), "Run a simulation on Maze" ) )
{

Application.LoadLevel("Maze");
}
if (GUI.Button (new Rect(screenLeft, 150, 200, 50), "Run a simulation on Hybrid" ))
{

Application.LoadLevel("Hybrid");
}
if (GUI.Button (new Rect(screenLeft, 200, 200, 50), "Run a simulation on Field" ))
{

Application.LoadLevel("Field");
}
// credits
if (GUI.Button (new Rect(screenLeft, 250, 200, 50), "Exit the simulator" ))
{

Application.Quit();
}

GUI.Box(new Rect(screenLeft, 350, 200, 100), "Made by Philip Rowlands, 2013-2014\n" +
"for an M.Sc. in Software Design and Development");

}
}
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A.9 MoveAgent.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;

// This class moves an agent, keeping movement separate from thinking
// Adapted from the A* Movement class by whydoidoit at
// unitygems.com/astar-1-journey-start-single-step/

public class MoveAgent : MonoBehaviour
{

public float speed = 5f;
public Vector3 moveTarget;
public bool stopped = false; // prevent overshooting

Rigidbody myBody; // cache the frequently used components
Transform myTrans;
Vector3 velocity;
public int enemyLayer; // using layers to determine friend or foe

void Awake()
{

myTrans = transform;
moveTarget = myTrans.position;
myBody = rigidbody;
myBody.isKinematic = false;
myBody.useGravity = true;

}

// Update is called once per frame
void Update ()
{

// calculate the direction in which to move
moveTarget -= myTrans.position;
moveTarget.Normalize();

}

// FixedUpdate is called depending on the physics time-step
// use this for anything involving physics
void FixedUpdate()
{

if (stopped == false)
myBody.velocity = moveTarget * speed;

}

void OnCollisionEnter(Collision coll)
{

int objectLayer = coll.gameObject.layer;

// if the object is an enemy agent and in front of this agent,
// perform a melee attack
if (objectLayer == enemyLayer && !coll.collider.CompareTag("Base")

&& Vector3.Distance(coll.transform.position, myTrans.position) < 2f
&& Vector3.Dot (coll.transform.position, myTrans.position) > 0.2f )

{
// Debug.Log("From " + myTrans + " to " + coll.collider + " with love!");

coll.transform.SendMessage("damage", 100);
}
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// if the object is an allied agent, solve the collision
if (objectLayer == gameObject.layer && !coll.gameObject.CompareTag("Base") )
{

// if the allied agent is facing this agent, swap position
// if not, push them away from each other
if (Vector3.Angle(myTrans.forward, coll.transform.forward) > 90f )
{

myBody.MovePosition(coll.transform.position);
}
else
{

myBody.velocity -= coll.transform.position;
}

}
}

// if the agents are stuck next to an allied agent, push them away from each other
void OnCollisionStay(Collision coll)
{

int objectLayer = coll.gameObject.layer;
if (objectLayer == gameObject.layer && !coll.gameObject.CompareTag("Base") )
{

myBody.velocity -= coll.transform.position;
}

}
}
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A.10 SoliderStates.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;

// this is a finite-state machine for the AI movement. It is so called
// because I am using two soldier models to represent the teams

public class SoldierStates : MonoBehaviour {

// all figues are integers for speed of calculation
public int health = 100, criticalHealth = 25; // they will retreat at critical health levels

public Vector3 destination;
public Transform home;
public Transform enemyBase;
public Transform threat;
Vector3 currentPos, coverPos;

public int pathPosition = 0;
int enemyLayer;

public enum agentState
{

isIdle, // does nothing and is redundant
isDead, // freezes movement and increases the enemy's kills by 1
isFiring, // shooting at a target
isTakingCover, // putting themselves between a solid object and

    whatever's shooting them
isMovingToLocation, // using A* to move to a location (or an adjusted version)
atBase, // home sweet home...getting ammo and health
inPosition, // waiting for a path
lowOnAmmo, // fall back to base
lowOnHealth, // fall back to base

};

public agentState currentState = agentState.isIdle; // they are idle at the start
agentState previousState; // the previous state

public Transform gun; // the gun itself
FireAI gunAI; // this is the script that handles shooting

public TextMesh statusText; // the status text shows their name, health and state
string unitName, currentStatus;
Quaternion textRot;

// these variables concern navigation and movement
TacticalTBA tacticalPathScript;
List<GridCell> pathToFollow;
MoveAgent movement;
Color teamColour; // display paths in the team colours
Vector3 attackDirection; // the direction from which they are being attacked
float takingCoverTime; // how long have they been taking cover
public float maxCoverTime = 2f; // the maximum time before they get moving again

// Use this for initialization
void Start () {

currentPos = transform.position;
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// get the external scripts and variables
gun = transform.FindChild("Hips").FindChild("M4");
gunAI = (FireAI) gun.GetComponent("FireAI");
movement = (MoveAgent) transform.GetComponent("MoveAgent");
tacticalPathScript = (TacticalTBA) transform.GetComponent("TacticalTBA");

// find the home automatically
if (gameObject.layer == LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue") )
{

home = GameObject.Find("Blue Base").transform;
enemyBase = GameObject.Find("Orange Base").transform;
teamColour = Color.blue;
enemyLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Orange");

}
else
{

home = GameObject.Find("Orange Base").transform;
enemyBase = GameObject.Find("Blue Base").transform;
teamColour = Color.yellow;
enemyLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue");

}

statusText.color = Color.black;
unitName = gameObject.name;
currentStatus = currentState.ToString();
statusText.text = unitName + "\n" + currentState.ToString() + "\n" + health.ToString();

}

// Awake is called just after Start(), but before Update()
// It's used mainly to make sure things have been assigned
void Awake()
{

currentPos = transform.position;

// get the external scripts and variables
gun = transform.FindChild("Hips").FindChild("M4");
gunAI = (FireAI) gun.GetComponent("FireAI");
movement = (MoveAgent) transform.GetComponent("MoveAgent");
tacticalPathScript = (TacticalTBA) transform.GetComponent("TacticalTBA");

// find the home automatically
if (gameObject.layer == LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue") )
{

home = GameObject.Find("Blue Base").transform;
enemyBase = GameObject.Find("Orange Base").transform;
teamColour = Color.blue;
enemyLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Orange");

}
else
{

home = GameObject.Find("Orange Base").transform;
enemyBase = GameObject.Find("Blue Base").transform;
teamColour = Color.yellow;
enemyLayer = LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue");

}

statusText.color = Color.black;
unitName = gameObject.name;
currentStatus = currentState.ToString();
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statusText.text = unitName + "\n" + currentState.ToString() + "\n" + health.ToString();
}

// Update is called once per frame
void Update () {

currentPos = transform.position;

// the units occasionally fall off a map when collisions glitch
// it doesn't count as a death for the experiments
if (currentPos.y < -5)
{

Debug.Log(unitName + " fell off the map!");
rigidbody.isKinematic = true;
transform.position = home.position + Vector3.up;
setState("isAtBase");

// home.SendMessage("respawn", this);
}

// rotate the text to face the same way
statusText.transform.up = Vector3.forward;
statusText.transform.forward = -Vector3.up;

switch(currentState)
{
case agentState.isDead:

// Debug.Log(unitName + " says \" I am deaded!\"");
pathToFollow.Clear();
pathPosition = 0;
movement.stopped = true;
transform.position = home.position;
break;

case agentState.isFiring:
if (threat != null)
{

// the maximum eyesight range for these units is 20 metres,
// so no point attacking if too far away
if (Vector3.Distance(threat.position, currentPos) < 20f &&

 Vector3.Distance(threat.position, currentPos) >= 2f )
{

transform.LookAt(threat);
Vector3 strafeTarget = new Vector3(Random.Range(-2f, 2.01f), 0, 

Random.Range(-4f, 0f) );
movement.moveTarget = strafeTarget;

}
else if (Vector3.Distance(threat.position, currentPos) < 2f)
{

// add in a melee attack at close range; used very infrequently
threat.SendMessage("damage", 100);

}
else

threat = null;

}
else
{

// a null threat means the threat has been killed
// gunAI.SendMessage("stopFiring");

gunAI.stopFiring();
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setState("isMoving");
}
break;

// restock ammo and health
case agentState.atBase:

replenishHealth();
gunAI.SendMessage("replenishAmmo", 5);

// if at base for more than 2 seconds, ask for a new destination
takingCoverTime += Time.deltaTime;
if (takingCoverTime > maxCoverTime)
{

// Debug.Log(unitName + " is standing around talking to themselves!");
setState("inPosition");

}
break;

case agentState.inPosition:
movement.stopped = true; // hold position
takingCoverTime += Time.deltaTime;
if (takingCoverTime > maxCoverTime)
{

// Debug.Log(unitName + " should have found a path by now!");
setState("isHiding"); // emergency exit condition;

}
break;

case agentState.isIdle:
gunAI.stopFiring();
movement.stopped = true;
break;

case agentState.isMovingToLocation:

movement.stopped = false;
if (pathToFollow == null)
{

// Debug.Log("Waiting for a new path");
setState("inPosition");

}

// follow and show the path
if (pathToFollow != null && pathPosition < pathToFollow.Count)
{

showPath();
followPath();

}
break;

case agentState.isTakingCover:
// show the direction of attack
// Debug.DrawRay(currentPos, attackDirection, Color.green);

// if the covering position has a magnitude of 0, strafe at random
// otherwise, move towards it
if (coverPos.magnitude == 0)

movement.moveTarget = currentPos + new Vector3(Random.Range(-3f, 3f),0f,
Random.Range(-4f, 0f) );

else
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movement.moveTarget = coverPos;

takingCoverTime += Time.deltaTime;
if (takingCoverTime > maxCoverTime)

setState("inPosition");

break;

case agentState.lowOnAmmo:
setTarget (home.position); // set the base as the target
gunAI.stopFiring();
break;

case agentState.lowOnHealth:

if (destination != home.position)
setTarget(home.position);

break;
}

}

// tell the agent from which direction they are being attacked
// takes the position of the attacking rifle's muzzle
void setAttackDirection(Vector3 direction)
{

attackDirection = direction;
// Debug.DrawRay(currentPos, attackDirection, Color.cyan);
// attackDirection.Normalize();

transform.forward = attackDirection; // face in that direction, so they have a chance
   of fighting back

coverPos = tacticalPathScript.findCover(currentPos, attackDirection);
}

// the navigation script will send the path to this method
public void setPath(List<GridCell> route)
{

// Debug.Log("New path for " + gameObject);

// if (Vector3.Distance(transform.position, route[0].position) < 2.5f)
// {

pathToFollow = route;
pathPosition = 0;
setState("isMoving");

// }
// else
// {
// Debug.Log("The start of the path for " + unitName + " is too far away!");
// tacticalPathScript.setDestination(destination);
// }

}

// follow the path
void followPath()
{

if (pathPosition < pathToFollow.Count)
{

if (pathPosition == pathToFollow.Count - 1)
{

setState("inPosition");
}
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else
{

Vector3 nextStep = pathToFollow[pathPosition].position;
nextStep.y = transform.position.y;
movement.moveTarget = nextStep;

// if not firing, look at the next step
// could possibly look away from unwalkable neighbours?
if (currentState != agentState.isFiring)
{

transform.LookAt(nextStep);
}

// check if the next position has been reached
float distance = Vector3.Distance(transform.position, nextStep);
if (distance < 0.5f )

pathPosition++;
}

}
}

// show the path on the screen; only works inside the editor, since this uses debugging code
void showPath()
{

if (pathToFollow.Count == 0)
return;

else
{

Vector3 pathZero = pathToFollow[0].position;
foreach (GridCell node in pathToFollow)
{

Debug.DrawLine(pathZero, node.position, teamColour);
pathZero = node.position;

}
}

}

// allows the Human FOV script to set a threat
public void setThreat(Transform target)
{

threat = target;
}

// remove the threat
public void clearThreat()
{

threat = null;
gunAI.stopFiring();

}

// get more health
void replenishHealth()
{

// Debug.Log(unitName + " is being healed!");
health = 100;

}

// change the agent's current state
// takes a string, although this is less than optimal
public void setState(string newState)
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{
previousState = currentState;
if (previousState == agentState.isFiring)

gunAI.stopFiring();

if (newState.Equals("isIdle") )
{

currentState = agentState.isIdle;
}

if (newState.Equals("isFiring") )
{

currentState = agentState.isFiring;
gunAI.startFiring();

}

if (newState.Equals("isAtBase") )
{

currentState = agentState.atBase;
takingCoverTime = 0f; // use a time limit

}

// if health is critical, retreat to base
// otherwise, ask for a new destination
if (newState.Equals("inPosition") )
{

currentState = agentState.inPosition;
takingCoverTime = 0f;
if (health <= criticalHealth)

setTarget(home.position);
else

home.SendMessage("coordinatePaths", this);
}

// update the deaths around current position
// and respawn
if (newState.Equals("isDead") )
{

tacticalPathScript.updateDeaths(currentPos);
pathToFollow.Clear();
pathPosition = 0;
currentState = agentState.isDead;
home.SendMessage("respawn", this);

}

// if health is low, fall back to base
if (newState.Equals("lowOnHealth") )
{

setTarget(home.position);
currentState = agentState.lowOnHealth;

}

// if ammo is low, fall back to base
if (newState.Equals("lowOnAmmo") )
{

setTarget(home.position);
currentState = agentState.lowOnAmmo;

}

if (newState.Equals("isMoving") )
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{
currentState = agentState.isMovingToLocation;

}

if (newState.Equals("isHiding") || newState.Equals("isUnderFire") )
{

takingCoverTime = 0f;
coverPos = Vector3.zero;
currentState = agentState.isTakingCover;

}

currentStatus = currentState.ToString();
statusText.text = unitName + "\n" + currentState.ToString() + "\n" + health.ToString();

if (rigidbody.isKinematic == true)
rigidbody.isKinematic = false;

}

// gives the soldier a destination to reach
// should cancel the old path just in case
public void setTarget(Vector3 position)
{

if (pathToFollow != null)
pathToFollow.Clear();

pathPosition = 0;
destination = position;

// Debug.Log(unitName + " is in state " + currentStatus + " and has a new target: " + position);
tacticalPathScript.setDestination(destination);

}

// damage the player if not dead or at base
void damage(int damage)
{

// Debug.Log(unitName + " has taken damage!");
health -= damage;

if (health < criticalHealth && health > 0)
setTarget(home.position);

// setState("lowOnHealth");
else if (health <= 0)

setState("isDead");
else

setState("isHiding");
}

}
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A.11 Statistics.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System;
using System.IO;

// this handles the statistics and starts games. It is attached to the main camera in the scene

public class Statistics : MonoBehaviour
{

string mapName;
string statsWriterPath;
string fileName;
StreamWriter sw;

int blueKills, orangeKills; // how many times the blue team has killed an orange, or 
vice versa

int blueCaptures, orangeCaptures; // how many times the blue team has captured the orange base, 
o.v.v. - not actually used

int blueCoins, orangeCoins;
int[] orangeFactors;
 
int totalKills = 0; // the total kills 

DateTime startingTime;

public int minutesToRun = 30; // how long the program should run in minutes
int secondsToRun; // the same time in seconds

// void Start()
// {
// mapName = Application.loadedLevelName;
// statsWriterPath = Directory.GetCurrentDirectory(); // this is where the stats will be
   written to
// fileName = statsWriterPath+"\\" + mapName + " stats.txt";
// startingTime = DateTime.Now;
// Debug.Log("Match started at " + startingTime + " and runs for " + minutesToRun + 

" minutes");
//// sw.WriteLine("Orange Team weighting factors: ");
//
// secondsToRun = minutesToRun * 60;
// Invoke("finish", secondsToRun);
// }

// create the stats file, including the weighting factors used by the Orange team
public void createStatsFile(int minutes, int[] factors)
{

orangeFactors = factors;
mapName = Application.loadedLevelName;
statsWriterPath = Directory.GetCurrentDirectory(); // this is where the stats will be 

written to
fileName = statsWriterPath+"\\" + mapName + " stats.txt";
startingTime = DateTime.Now;
Debug.Log("Match started at " + startingTime + " and runs for " + minutesToRun + 

" minutes");

secondsToRun = minutes * 60;
Invoke("finish", secondsToRun);

}
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// this method finishes up the stats and quits the game
void finish()
{

Debug.Log("Game finished at " + DateTime.Now + "\n"
+ "Blue kills: " + blueKills + "\n"
+ "Orange kills: " + orangeKills);

sw = new StreamWriter(fileName, true);
sw.AutoFlush = true;
sw.WriteLine("Game started:\t\t\t" + startingTime);
sw.WriteLine("Orange distance weighting:\t" + orangeFactors[0]);
sw.WriteLine("Orange travelled weighting:\t" + orangeFactors[1]);
sw.WriteLine("Orange deaths weighting:\t" + orangeFactors[2]);
sw.WriteLine("Orange enemy weighting:\t\t" + orangeFactors[3]);
sw.WriteLine("Orange exposure weighting:\t" + orangeFactors[4]);

// print out the total stats
sw.WriteLine("Game finished:\t\t\t" + DateTime.Now);
sw.WriteLine("Total kills by Blue:\t\t" + blueKills);
sw.WriteLine("Total kills by Orange:\t\t" + orangeKills);
sw.WriteLine("");

// close the stream and quit or change level to the main menu
sw.Close();
Application.LoadLevel("Main Menu");

// Application.Quit();
}

// increment the statistics
// with the exception of the recorded kills, these are redundant
void incrementStatistics(string statistic)
{

if (statistic.Equals("Blue hasCapturedEnemyBase") )
blueCaptures++;

if (statistic.Equals("Orange hasCapturedEnemyBase") )
orangeCaptures++;

if (statistic.Equals("Blue killed") )
{

orangeKills++;
totalKills++;

}

if (statistic.Equals("Orange killed") )
{

blueKills++;
totalKills++;

}

if (statistic.Equals("Blue has picked up a coin") )
blueCoins++;

if (statistic.Equals("Orange has picked up a coin") )
orangeCoins++;

}
}
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A.12 TacticalTBA.cs

using UnityEngine;
using System.Collections;
using System.Collections.Generic;
using System;
using System.Linq;
//using System.Diagnostics; // use for time checks

// this is the tactical TBA* algorithm I am developing

public class TacticalTBA : MonoBehaviour
{

// the heuristics are made of two parts: the scores, and the multiplication factor
private int travelled, distanceCost, enemyCost, deathCost, nodeCost, exposureCost;
public int travelledFactor, distanceFactor, enemyFactor, deathFactor, exposureFactor;

// these are the navmesh variables
public GameObject mapMesh;
public CreateNavMesh mapNodes;

Vector3 target, startPosition, oldTarget;
public int resourceLimit;
public int expansionLimit = 50, backtraceLimit = 10;
int expandedNodes;
List<GridCell> path;
Dictionary<Vector3, List<Vector3> > coverPositions;

bool searching = false;
bool findingCover = false;

int fScore, gScore;
int tempFScore, tempGScore;

GridCell currentNode, targetNode, startNode, previousNode;
Dictionary<GridCell, Vector3> closedList;
Dictionary<GridCell, int> openList; // keys are the nodes, values the score
Dictionary<GridCell, GridCell> visitedNodes;

int teamLayer;
string team, enemy, unitName;

// Use this for initialization
void Start ()
{

// threads can't access GameObject, but can access strings – so this aids debugging
unitName = gameObject.name;

// get the team
teamLayer = gameObject.layer;
team = LayerMask.LayerToName(teamLayer);

if (team == "Blue")
enemy = "Orange";

else
enemy = "Blue";

}

// when the agent is "Awake", find the navmesh
void Awake()
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{
mapMesh = GameObject.Find("NavMesh");
mapNodes = (CreateNavMesh) mapMesh.GetComponent("CreateNavMesh");
mapNodes.Scan();
openList = new Dictionary<GridCell, int>();
closedList = new Dictionary<GridCell, Vector3>();
visitedNodes = new Dictionary<GridCell, GridCell>();
coverPositions = mapNodes.coverNodes;

unitName = gameObject.name;
// check if these are null

}

void setWeightingFactors(int[] factors)
{

distanceFactor = factors[0];
travelledFactor = factors[1];
deathFactor = factors[2];
enemyFactor = factors[3];
exposureFactor = factors[4];

}

public void setDestination(Vector3 position)
{

target = position;
Vector3 pos = transform.position;

// clear out the open and closed lists
openList.Clear();
closedList.Clear();
visitedNodes.Clear();

// call the multithreading package for this part
Loom.RunAsync(()=> {

findPath(pos, target);
});

}

// find a path from the current position to the end
public void findPath(Vector3 start, Vector3 end)
{

// Debug.Log(unitName + " looking for a path from " + start + " to " + end);
startPosition = start;

// get the nodes for each position
startNode = mapNodes.getCellFromWorld(startPosition);
targetNode = mapNodes.getCellFromWorld(end);
previousNode = startNode;

// Debug.Log(startNode + " is at " + startNode.position + "; the end is " + targetNode + " at " 
+ targetNode.position );

travelled = 0;
fScore = calculateTotalScore(startNode);

if (openList.ContainsKey(startNode) == false ) 
openList.Add(startNode, fScore);

// Expand to a fixed depth
for (expandedNodes = 0; expandedNodes < expansionLimit; expandedNodes++)
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{
currentNode = findLowestCostNode();

// visitedNodes[currentNode] = previousNode;

// if the target has been found, stop looking for a path
if (currentNode == targetNode || Vector3.Distance(currentNode.position,

 targetNode.position ) < 2f )
{

// Debug.Log("Found the target!");
break;

}

List<GridCell> neighbours = mapNodes.getNeighbours(currentNode,
 mapNodes.cellSize);

for (int j = 0; j < neighbours.Count; j++)
{

GridCell node = neighbours[j];

// skip the neighbour if it is not walkable or has been considered in the past
if ( ( closedList.ContainsKey(node) == true ) || node.walkable == false )
{

// Debug.Log("The node at " + node.position + " isn't acceptable, skipping
it");

continue;
}
else if ( openList.ContainsKey(node) == false )
{

// calculate the score for this node and add to the open list
int nodeCost = calculateTotalScore(node);
openList.Add(node, nodeCost);
travelled = tempGScore;
visitedNodes[node] = currentNode;

}
}

openList.Remove(currentNode);
closedList.Add(currentNode, currentNode.position);
previousNode = currentNode;

}
// build the path once the expansion limit has been reached
buildPath(currentNode, startNode);
searching = false;

// myWatch.Stop();
// Debug.Log(unitName + ": Building a path of " + path.Count + " nodes took " + 

myWatch.Elapsed);
}

// find the lowest cost node in the open list
GridCell findLowestCostNode()
{

GridCell node;
int lowestScore = openList.Values.Min();

foreach(KeyValuePair<GridCell, int> pair in openList)
{

if (pair.Value == lowestScore)
{

node = pair.Key;
return node;
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}
}
node = currentNode; // if the lowest cost can't be found, set it to the current node

return node;
}

// note: finalNode is where the path is traced back from
void buildPath(GridCell finalNode, GridCell beginNode)
{

// Debug.Log("The path shall be traced back from " + finalNode.position + " to " + 
beginNode.position);

path = new List<GridCell>();
path.Add(finalNode);
GridCell theNode = finalNode;

while (theNode != beginNode)
{

GridCell oldNode = visitedNodes[theNode];

// avoid making paths with segments that are too far apart
if (Vector3.Distance(oldNode.position, theNode.position) < 2f)
{

if (path.Contains (oldNode) == false)
{

path.Insert(0, oldNode);
}

}
theNode = oldNode;

}

// pass the path to the SoldierStates script
Loom.QueueOnMainThread(()=>{

SendMessage("setPath", path);
});

}

// calculate the total score for the node
int calculateTotalScore(GridCell node)
{

// the distance costs are used by everyone
int totalScore, tempScore;
tempGScore = gScore + node.moveCost;
tempFScore = tempGScore + calculateDistanceCost(node, targetNode);

tempScore = (travelledFactor * tempGScore) + (distanceFactor * tempFScore);

// if the weighting factors are 0, don't bother using the associated heuristics
if (deathFactor > 0)
{

deathCost = calcuateDeathCost(node);
tempScore += (deathFactor * deathCost);

}
if (enemyFactor > 0)
{

enemyCost = calculateEnemyCost(node);
tempScore += (enemyFactor * enemyCost);

}
if (exposureFactor > 0)
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{
exposureCost = calculateExposure(node);
tempScore += (exposureFactor * exposureCost);

}

totalScore = tempScore;
// Debug.Log("The node at " + node.position + " has a cost of " + totalScore);

return totalScore;
}

// calculate the distance between two nodes using the Manhattan distance
int calculateDistanceCost(GridCell firstNode, GridCell secondNode)
{

Vector3 firstPos = firstNode.position;
Vector3 secondPos = secondNode.position;

// rounding the distance to integers to speed things up
int distance = Mathf.RoundToInt(Mathf.Abs (firstPos.x - secondPos.x) +

 Mathf.Abs(firstPos.z - secondPos.z));

return distance;
}

// calculate the reported allied deaths at a node
int calcuateDeathCost(GridCell node)
{

// Debug.Log("Control, have we lost anyone at " + node.position + "?");
int deaths = 0;

if (team == "Blue")
deaths = node.blueDeaths;

else if (team == "Orange")
deaths = node.orangeDeaths;

return deaths;
}

// calculate the total reported enemies at a position
int calculateEnemyCost(GridCell node)
{

// Debug.Log("Check the reported enemy movements at " + node.position);
int danger = 0;

if (enemy == "Blue")
danger = node.nearbyBlueAgents;

else
danger = node.nearbyOrangeAgents;

return danger;
}

// calculate how exposed the position is (optional)
int calculateExposure(GridCell node)
{

int exposedDirections = 0; // this is what shall be returned

foreach(KeyValuePair<Vector3, float> pair in node.exposureList)
{

exposedDirections += (int) pair.Value;
}
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// Debug.Log("The node at " + node.position + " has an exposure of " + exposedDirections );
return exposedDirections;

}

// calculate the width of the corridor - redundant, but kept for completion
int calculateCorridorWidth(GridCell node)
{

Debug.Log("Checking the corridor width at " + node.position);
float x = node.position.x;
float z = node.position.z;
int narrowness = 0;
float tempX, tempZ;

// get all the nodes within e.g. 2 metres on either side of the node
for (tempX = x - 2; tempX <= x + 2; tempX++)
{

for (tempZ = z - 2; tempZ <= z + 2; tempZ++)
{

GridCell cell = mapNodes.getCellFromWorld(new Vector3
(tempX, node.position.y, tempZ) );

if (cell.walkable == false)
narrowness++;

}
}
Debug.Log("The node at " + node.position + " has a narrowness score of " + narrowness);
return narrowness;

}

// let the mesh know there is an enemy at a position
void updateAgents(Vector3 agentPosition)
{

// get all nodes with 3 metres of the enemy's position
GridCell dangerNode = mapNodes.getCellFromWorld(agentPosition);
List<GridCell> affectedNodes = mapNodes.getNeighbours(dangerNode, 3);
foreach(GridCell node in affectedNodes)
{

if (enemy == "Blue")
node.nearbyBlueAgents++;

else
node.nearbyOrangeAgents++;

}
}

// find cover from a particular direction
public Vector3 findCover(Vector3 position, Vector3 direction)
{

Vector3 coverPos = Vector3.zero;
if (findingCover == false)
{

// Debug.Log(unitName + " needs some cover at " + position + " from " + direction);

// get the list of cover nodes
// these find the nearest positions to the current position
// it could be set to the nearest position which actually includes the angle!
var posArray = coverPositions.Keys.Where(d => Vector3.Distance(d, position) 

< 10 ).ToArray();

// check to see which is covering
// get the directions from which that location offers cover
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// compare them to the direction
foreach (Vector3 location in posArray)
{

List<Vector3> angles = coverPositions[location];
int maxIndex = angles.Count - 1;
Vector3 minDirection = angles[0];
Vector3 maxDirection = angles[maxIndex];

if (Vector3.Angle(direction, minDirection) > 45f 
&& Vector3.Angle(direction, maxDirection) < 80f)

{
// Debug.Log("There's cover for " + unitName + " at " + location);
// setDestination(location);

coverPos = location;

break;
}

}
// Vector3 coverPos = coverPositions.Aggregate((c, n)=> Vector3.Distance(c.Key,

 position) < Vector3.Distance(n.Key, position)
// ? c : n  );

findingCover = false;
}
return coverPos;

}

// update the nodes around the agent's position of death
public void updateDeaths(Vector3 deathPos)
{

GridCell deathNode = mapNodes.getCellFromWorld(deathPos);
List<GridCell> affectedNodes = mapNodes.getNeighbours(deathNode, 3);
affectedNodes.Add(deathNode); // don't forget the actual node!
foreach (GridCell node in affectedNodes)
{

if (teamLayer == LayerMask.NameToLayer("Blue") )
node.blueDeaths++;

else
node.orangeDeaths++;

}
// Debug.Log(unitName + " died at " + deathNode.position + ". This point has " 

+ deathNode.blueDeaths + 
// " blue deaths and " + deathNode.orangeDeaths + " orange deaths");

}

// remove the lists from memory
void OnApplicationQuit()
{

openList = null;
closedList = null;
visitedNodes = null;

// Debug.Log("Quitting");
}

void OnDestroy()
{

if (openList != null && closedList != null && visitedNodes != null)
{

openList = null;
closedList = null;
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visitedNodes = null;
path = null;

}
}

}
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